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Introduction
Suppose we want to estimate an income elasticity using a given set of time-series observa-
tions. We iise a simple model, ignoring serial correlation or t,he income distxibntion. Thiis,
we obtain an income estimate (say, by ordinary least squares) of the reqnired elasticit.y.
Many will argne that. the model is far removed from reality. But this does not mean that
oiu ciirrent estimate can not be close to the estimate in a bigger, more realistic model.
This thesis is motivated by qiiestions like this one.
Economic and econometric models are nsed as simple metaphors for the real economic
process. There are several reasons to stiidy economic models - to jiistify some economic
theory, to get a mathematical model of the economy bnt mostly they are iised to stiidy a
particular featiire or featiires of the real economy. When we are interested in estimating
or inferring only a particitlar featiire of the economy, anything else in the model or the
estimation process is only important., as so far as it. might infliience the st,idy of the
desired featiue. For example we might be interest.ed in estimating an income elasticity as
in the previoiis paragraph or in testing an economic hypotheses like constants retiirns to
scale. (See Keiizenkamp and Magmis (1995) for a detailed review for the philosophy of
testing in econometrics)
A parametric econometric model is characterised by the random vector known as the
Data Generat,ing Process (DGP). The probability densit.y fimction (PDF) of the DGP is
given by f(x; a), and it is asstimed known iip to a finite dimensional parameter vector
a-(Q, 8) . Going back to oiir example in the previoiis paragraph, Q will denote the
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in~ome elasticity and B the correlation among the noise in the data. It is assiuned that
the observation vector, that. is the data, is a realisation of the DGP. In this thesis, we
shall be interested in estimation of the snb-vector Q(or a fimction of it), which we call
the parameters of interest. The vector B is the vector of nuisance parameters as far as the
estimation of ,0 is concerned.
Snppose we fix the vahie of B at Bo (in the example Bo - 0), then we can estimate Q
nsing the Maximnm Likelihood Estimate (MLE), ~3. The problem of misspecification of
the model arises, when, for the taiie DGP, B~ Be. Then the estimation of Q, assnming
B- Bo, may be different from when B~ Bo.
The traditional approach is to pretest the DGP, with the null hypothesis of Ho :
B - Bo, when the alternative hypothesis is a point alternative Ho : B- B1. We consider
the difference




The Neyman-Pearson lemma shows that the likelihood rat.io, achieves the greatest, dis-
crimination (see Lehmann, 1959 ). The estimator of Q is then
~ - PoQ (Bo) ~ (1 - Po) l~ (Bi)
where
,Q (Bz) - argmaxln f(x;,0, B;) , i - 0, 1
P
and
po - 1, if the nnll hypothesis is accepted,
- 0, otherwise.
There have been a htige literatiue on analysing pretest estimators (see Giles and Giles
(1996) for an extensive review). It is generally been agreed that pretest estimators have
bad properties, for example of admissibility. There have been siiggestions for abandoning
the idea modelling the DGP in its trne form, and then estimating the parameter of
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interest. One idea is to generalise (1.0.1) and estimat.e Q as a c,onvex combination of
alternative regimes. For example, in a recent art.icle Magnns and Dnrbin (1996) consider
the estimation of interesting slope coefficients Q in a linear model y- XQ f 9z -~ e,
when the coefficient B(which, say, is the coefficient of a dummy variable) is treated as a
miisance parameter. Another alternative, proposed by Leamer ( 1981, 1985) and Granger
and Uhlig ( 1990) in the area of extreme bound analysis. In extreme bounds analysis t.he
imcovers the range of ,Q for all concivable restrictions on 9.
In our t.hesis, we give an alternative to pretesting tising the likelihood. As argned before
if we are interested in t.he parameter vector ,Q, we are then interested in the statistic
~3 (B) - argmax ln f (x; ~3, B)
P
as a fnnction of the musance parameter B. So the right. qnestion to ask is, not whether
the difference l(Bo) - l(91) is large or small biit. whether the difference Q(Bo) -,Q ( Bl), is
large or small. If we are interested in s(,0) , a fitnction of ~i, then we woiild consider the
difference s (Q (Bo)) - s (p (Bl)) .
Siippose s(Q (B)) can be expanded in a Taylor series expansion,
m as (Q (B))S (~ (B~)) - s (~ (Bo)) ~ ~ (B,,i - Bo.,) ael;-~
-~ . . . (1.0.2)
9-60
where the summation is over the number of nuisance parameters m. If higher order
differences are ignored, then we woiild consider s(~3 (Bl)) and s(Q (Bo)) are to be "almost.
equal" if
as (~ (B))
ae; :0, (i-1, ..,m).
B-Bo





Notice that we can extend oiu analysis to higher order terms of t.he Taylor series expansion
(1.0.2) and define higher order sei~sitivity meastues if required'. In this thesis, we shall
study such sensitivity measiues for different statistics of interest in different models.
1See Chapter 3, for an analysis of higher order sensitivity of linear forecasts near the unit root.
4 Chapter 1
In Chapter 1, we consider the standard linear regression model y- XQ t v, with all
standard assumptions, except that the variance matrix of the disturbances u is assnmed
to be ~ZS2(B), where Sl depends on m unknown parameters B~, ..., 8,,,. These variance
parameters are nuisance parameters. Onr interest lies exch~sively in the mean parameters
~3 or X,O. Thius, the valiies of B might. be "significant.ly" different from zero, biit. what
matters to iis is only the effect on the estimat,or Q and the predictor y- X~i. We introdnce
a sensitivity statistic (B1) which is designed to decide whether y(or Q) is sensitive to
covariance misspecification. We show that the Dtubin-Watson (DW) test is inappropriate
in this context, becai~se it measures the sensitivity of á2 to covariance misspecification.
We also show that the DW test and our new B 1 statistic are almost independent, which
means that DW provides almost. no information regarding the sensitivity of y and Q. This
strengthens our case for a new direct sensitivity measure. Oiu results demonstrate that. the
OLS estimator ~3 and the predictor y are not very sensitive to covariance misspecification,
a fact well-known to applied statisticians. The statistic is easy to iise and performs well
even in cases where it is not strictly applicable.
In Chapter 2, we consider the same setaip as in Chapter 1. Biit now onr interest lies
in testing for linear restrictions using t.he nsual F-statistic based on OLS residnals. The
estimate of B might be "significantly" different from zero, biit, we are only interested in the
effect on the test statistic itself. We propose a sensitivity statistic ~ for this purpose, stndy
its properties and propose a practical and easy-to-iise decision rnle to decide whether the
F-test. is sensitive or not to covariance misspecification, when 9 is close to zero. When B
is not close to zero we find that the F-test (t-test) is quite sensitive to B, but that the
decision to accept the null hypothesis is a robust decision, imder AR(1) misspecification.
In Chapt,er 3, we consider the linear time-series model y~ - dt ~- v.i (t - 1, ..., n.) ,
where d~ is the deterministic trend, and vt the stoc.hastic trend which follows an AR(1)
process, ut - But-1 -~ e~ with normal innovations e~. Various assumptions abont the start:
up will be made. Oiu main interest lies in the behaviour of the l- Period ahead forecast
y„~! near B- 1. Unlike in other stndies of AR(1) imit root processes, we do not to ask the
qiiestion whether B- 1 or not. Instead we ask what happens to the forecast estimate near
and at B- 1. For this ptupose we define the first and second order sensitivity measiire of
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the forecast y„~~ near B- 1.This measiues the sensitivity of the forecast at the nnit. root..
We consider two deterministic trends : d~ - Ql and d~ - Ql ~ Q2t. The forecast. will
be the Best Linear Unbiased forecast. We show that, wheti d~ - Ql, the nitmber of
observations has no effect, on forecast sensitivity. When the determinist.ic trend is linear,
the sensitivity is zero.
We also develop a large sample procednre to measnre the forecast sensitivity when we
are tmcertain whether or not to inclnde the linear trend.
Chapter 2
The sensitivity of OLS when the
variance matrix is (partially)
unknown 1
2.1 Introduction
We consider the standard linear regression model y- X,Q }- u imder all standard assiimp-
tions except one. Thlis, we assnme that X is non-random, has full cohimn-rank k, and
that u is normally distributed with mean 0. We assume, however, that the distiirbance
covariance matrix is ~252(B), where ~r2 1 0 and the m x 1 vector B are unknown. Onr
parameters of interest, are Ey - X,Q or, which amoimts to the same, ,Q. The covariance
parameters o2 and B are nuisance parameters.
If B- 0, then St(B) - I„ (the identity matrix of order n, x n., when n, is the mtmber
of observations) and the OLS estimator ,Q and the OLS predictor y are imbiased and
efficient. If B~ 0, then Q and y are no longer efficient. If we know the structiire S2 and
the values of the m elements of B, then GLS is more efiicient. If we know the strnctiire
S2 biit not the valtie of 9, then estimated GLS is not necessarily more efficient than OLS.
But in the most c,ommon case, where we don't. even know the stnictaue SZ, we have to
determine S2 and estimate 9. The qitestion then is whether the resiilting estimator for Q
~Jointly with J.R. Magnus.
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(or X(3) is "better" than the OLS estimator Q.
The first step away from white noise disturbances is an AR(1) process, and the most
common Yest for AR(1) disttubances is the Durbin-Watson (DW) test. If the DW test.
tells iis that the aiitocorrelation parameter ~1 is positive rather than 0, then most applied
econometricians will assiune some more general covariance stnict~ue. After fitting this
more general structiire one often finds that the estimates of the parameters of interest (~3
or X,Q) have not changed miich, in other words that the estimates of the parameters of
interest are fairly robiist again covariance misspecification.
In this paper we don't ask whether the covariance parameters (like ~1) are significantly
different from 0 or not. Instead we ask whether Q and y are sensitive to deviations from
the white noise assiunption. Since this appears to be the qiiestion of interest, it seems
usefiil to try and answer this question directly.
Efficiency is a global property. We, however, ask a local qiiestion.2 If ~3(B) denotes the
GLS estimator for Q, given S2 and B, and if y(B) - XQ(B) is the GLS predictor, then we
ask how far y(B) is removed from y(0). It may be that B is far away from 0, biit. still y(B)
close to y(0). In fact, we know that this situation occurs frequently.
Let M- In - X(X'X )-1X' and u- My. Also, let T~1~ be the n, x n. matrix snch that





Ctl~ - (In - M)T~1~M
and A- denotes a generalized inverse of A. We shall show that B1 precisely measiires
the thing we wish to know, namely the sensitivity (or robtistness) of y and Q. Under the
mill hypothesis of white noise B1 has a Beta distribtition (Theorem 2) and hence critical
values can be foimd in standard tables.
As a byprodiict we also develop a sensit,ivity statistic D1 which is closely related to
the DW test, but has a different interpretation3. Varioiis other restilts are obtained as
well.
2See Leamer (1984) for a global analysis along different lines.
3The statistic Dl is in fact the "alternative" DW test as developed by King (1981).
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The paper is organized as follows. section 2.2 gives some preliminary results and
definitions. The sensitivity of the predictor y is defined in section 2.3 and the main resiilt.
(Theorem 2) is stated and discnssed. In section 2.4 we obtain the sensitivity of ~2 and
show its relationship with the DW statistic. This completes the theoretical part of the
paper. In section 2.4 we show that B1 and D1 are nearly independent and hence that
information throtigh the DW test is almost irrelevant for the sensitivity of y. In sections
2.6 and 2.7 we stiidy Yhe behavioiu of otu main sensitivit,y statistic B1. In section 2.6
the disti~rbances follow an ARMA(1,1) process so that B1 is strictly applicable, while in
section 2.7 the covariance matrix is AR(2) with ~I - 0, so that Bl is, strictly speaking,
not applicable. We show in both cases that B1 can be used with profit and that OLS
is very robust again covariance misspecification. In section 2.8 we obtain the eqnivalent
of B1 for the Wallis test. After some conclnding remarks, we provide two appendices.
Appendix 1 c.ontains the proofs of the foiir theorems. Appendix 2 contains two t.heorems
on the limit of a ratio of two qiiadratic forms.
2.2 Preliminaries
We consider the standard linear regression model
y-X~i~-u, (2.2.1)
where y is an n x 1 random vector of observations, X a non-random m. x k matrix of
regressors, ,Q a k x 1 vector of unknown parameters and u an n. x 1 vector of random
disturbances. We assume that X has fiill cohunn-rank k and that u follows a normal
distribution,
u ~ N(0, ~252(B)), (2.2.2)
where o2 ~ 0 and S2(B) is a matrix fimction of the ~n x 1 parameter vector B-(Bl, ..., B„1)',
positive definite and differentiable at least in a neighboiuhood of B- 0. Withoiit loss of
generality we may assimze that,
52(0) - In. (2.2.3)
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For s- 1, ..., ra we define the n x n. symmetric matrices
8S2(B)
A9 - ae9 ,
e-o










1 0 0... 0 0 0 1 0... 0 0
0 1 0... 0 0 1 0 1... 0 0
0 0 1... 0 0 7,~1~ - 0 1 0... 0 0
,
0 0 0... 1 0
`0 0 0... 0 1 ~
(2.2.4)
(2.2.5)
0 0 0... 0 1
~ 0 0 0... 1 0 ~
If the y-process is covariance stationary, then S2(B) can be written as
~(B) - jn f w1T~1~ ~- . . . -}. c,~n-~T~n-1~, (2.2.6)
where c.~l, ..., w„-1 are real-valued fnnctions of B sat.isfying cuh(0) - 0, 1 G h G n. - 1.
Differentiating both sides of (2.2.6) with respect to Bs then yields
n-1 Ó(Jh B




In many cases of practical interest the coefficients cxs"1 take a very simple form, namely 0
when h~ s and 1 when h- s. This is the case, for example, in a general ARMA (p, q)
process.
Theorem 1 Assv,~rce that the disturbances ut (t - 1, ..., n) are generated by a stationary
ARMA ( p, q) process,
P 4
ut - ~ ~iut-i ~ ~ ~j Et-
i-1 j-1
~ Et~ (2.2.8)
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where the et are i.i.d. N(0, oz). Let B- (~1i ...,~p, ~1i ... ,~i9)' and let azS2(B) be the.






Theorem 1 demonstrates the importance of the Toeplitz matrices T~h~. In particnlar
the matrix T~1~ will play a central role in this paper.
Let M - I„ - X(X'X)-1X' be the usnal idempotent matrix. The n. x n. matrix
C9 - (In - M)ASM
will play an important role as well. Letting
(2.2.10)
rs - rank(Cs), (2.2.11)
we obtain
0 C rs G min(k, n- k). (2.2.12)
2.3 Sensitivity of the predictor
If B is known, then the parameters J~ and n'z can be estimated by generalized least sqiiares.
Thus,
,~(B) - (X~~(B)-'X)-1X~~(B) 'y
and
(2.3.1)
dz(B) - (y - y(B))~~(B)-1(y - y(B)) (2.3.2)
n.-k
where y(B) denotes the predictor for y, that is,
y(B) - XQ(B). (2.3.3)
We wish to assess how sensitive (linear combinations of) ~(B) are with respect to small
changes in B when B is close to 0. The predictor is the linear combination most siutable
for oiu analysis. Since any estimable linear combination of Q(B) is a linear combination
12 Chapter 2
of y(B), and vice versa, this constitiites no loss of generality. We define the sensitivity of





The sensitivity of ,C3(B) (with respec.t to B,) is then
aQ(B)
ae, - (x~x)-lx~z,.B-0
In order to iise the (normally distribirted) n. x 1 vector z, as a sensitivity statistic, we
transform it into a X2-variable in the usual way. We thiis propose
Bs - zs(CBC9)-zs (2.3.5)
(~ - k)~2(6)'
as a statistic to measure the sensitivity of the predictor y(9) with respect to B,. (The
notation A- denotes a generalized inverse of A.) Large values of B, indicate that y(B) is
sensitive to small changes in B, when B is close to 0 and therefore that setting B, - 0 is
not jnstified. The statistic B, depends only on y and X and can therefore be observed.
Since the distribiition of y depends on B, so does the distribiition of B,. We now state
our main restilt.
Theorem 2 We have
(a) zs - -C,y;
(b) B5 - ~My , ws - Cs(~sCs)-~3;
(c) If 0 G r, G n. - k and the distrióution of y is evaluated at B- 0, then
B, ~ Beta(r,~2, (n. - k - r,)~2).
In view of Theorem 1, we shall be particiilarly interested in the case where A, is a
Toeplitz matrix, that is
A, - T~h~ for some h. (2.3.6)
This is a very common sittiation for stationary processes and the matrix C, then becomes
C, - (I„ - M)T~h~M. (2.3.7)
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The most important. special case in practice is A9 - T~1~ and we shall denote the cor-
responding Bs-statistic as B1. We know that B1 measiires the sensitivity of y(B) with
respec,t to the AR(1) or MA(1) parameter (see Theorem 1). The statistic B1 shonld
be seen as an alternative to the Durbin-Watson statistic. But where the DW statistic
answers the question "Is ~ equal to 0?", oiu B1 statistic answers the question "Are y
and ,Q sensitive to the fact, that ~ may not be 0?". In most practical sitiiations the latter
qiiestion seems more appropriate. In the next section we shall see that DW is essentially
the sensitivity of ~2(B). Hence we can interpret DW as answering the question "Is ~2
sensitive to ~?" Thiis, DW tiirns ont to be measnring the sensitivity of the estimator for
the variance of y, while B1 measnres the sensitivity of the estimator for its mean. Again,
in most practical sitiiations oiir primary interest lies in the mean of y. B1 provides a
direct measure for its sensitivity.
Let iis rettirn briefly to the conditions in Theorem 2(c). We demand that 0 c rs G
n- k. F]~om (2.2.12) we already know that 0 C r9 G min(k, n- k). If rs - n, - k,
then WS - M (see Magnus and Neudecker (1988, Theorem 2.8)), Bs - 1, and ~2(0) -
z',(CsCs)-zs~(n. - k). The condition r, G n, - k is aiitomatically fiillfilled when n) 2k.
In practice we usually have rs - k G n. - k. The condition rs 1 0 is more interesting.
The sitiiation r9 - 0 occius for example in the t,wo-error components model, where
S2(B) - E f B(In - E)
and
1
E - -ii', i - (1, 1, . . . , 1)'.
n,
If the regression contains an intercept, so that Mi - 0, then it is easy to see that.
Al-aaBe) -In-EandC1-(I„-M)A1M-0.
In fact, y and Q do not depend on 6 at all in this case, becaiLSe the two-error components
model (with constant term) is one example where GLS - OLS, that is,
(X~s~-~(e)X)-~X`s~-~(e)y - (X~X)-~X~y (2.3.8)
for every B. Apart from such umisual circiunstances, the condition 0 c rs G n. - k is a
very mild one.
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In order to compute BS we need to c,ompute W5, which involves a generalized inverse.
This is most easily accomplished by finding the n, x rs matrix SS whose coliimns are
the normalized eigenvectors of CSCs, associated with its rs positive eigenvahies. Then,
WS - CS(CSCs)-C9 - S3Ss.
We shall staidy the behavioiir of B 1 and related statist,ics in detail, but first we develop
its counterpart, the sensitivity of r1.
2.4 Sensitivity of the variance estimator
In order to assess the sensitivity of the variance estimator ~2(B) with respect to small
changes in 9, we define the sensitivity of ~2(9) (with respect to Bs) as
arr2(B) I~s - . (2.4.1)
8B3 e-o
Upon scaling we find
~S óln QZ(B)
(2.4.2)
DS - ~2(0) - aBs e-o
as a suitable statistic for our pnrpose.
Theorem 3 We have
y'MA,My ,
(a~ ~s - - n-k ~
y'MA,My .
(b~ Ds - - y'My
(c) If the distribv.tion of y is evalvated at B- 0, then
v'P'A,Pv
DS - - v'v '
where P is an n, x (n - k) matri~ containing the n- k eigenvectors of M associated
with the eigenvalue 1, that is, M- PP', P'P- In-k, and v ~ N(0, I„-k).
Theorem 3 shows that Ds has the same form as the DW statistic. We coiild obtain
tipper and lower boiinds, iising Poincaré's separation theorem, in terms of the eigenvaliies
of As, jtist, as for the DW statistic. Again the most important special case occius when
As - T~'~ (that is, AR(1) or MA(1)). The corresponding DS-statistic will be denoted
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D1. This case was considered by Dufonr and King (1991, Theorem 1) as a locally best
invariant test of ~- 0 against ~ 1 0.4 Not siirprisingly, D1 is closely related to the DW
statistic, a fact first observed by King (1981).
Theorem 4 In the special case AS - T~1~, we have
Bs - B1 - u~Wu'~u, where W~1~ - C~1~'(C~~1C~1~')-C~l~,and
D9 - D1 --u~u~u~u - DW - 2 f R~n.,
where u- My is the vector of residuals after fitting OLS,
C~'~ - (I - M)T~1~M,
DW denotes the Durbin-Watson statistic, DW -~i2(ut - ut-1)2~ ~t 1 v,i,
and R -(ui ~ un)~(~ut~n) is a remainder terrra.
At this point several observations can be made. First, we see from Theorem 1 that
T~1~ is equally relevant in the AR(1) and MA(1) case (and indeed, the ARMA(1,1) case).
From Theorem 4 we see that, B1 and D1 depend on T~'~ and hence are identical for AR(1)
and MA(1). This explains, inter alia, the conchision of Griffiths and Beesley (1984) that.
a pretest, estimator based on an AR and an MA pretest performs essentially the same
as a pretest estimator based on only an AR pretest. Secondly, any likelihood-based test
(such as Lagrange multiplier, see Breusch and Pagan (1980)) uses the derivatives of the
loglikelihood, such as aS2(B)~aB9. Under the null hypothesis B - 0 the test thus depends
on A3 - as~(B)~ae9l e-o. This is why the matrix As plays siich an important role in
many test statistics. Any pretest which depends on AS - T~I~ will not be appropriate to
distinguish between AR(1) and MA(1). A survey of the DW and D1 statistics is given
in King (1987).
2.5 Near independence of Bl and D1
Before we calciilate the sensitivity statistics B1 and D1 for varioiis distribiitions, we
consider another qliestion. Recall that D1 is essent,ially the DW statist,ic. The D4L'
4King and Evans (1988) show that the DW test is approximately locally best invariant in the case of
ARMA(1,1) disturbances.
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statistic is designed to test ~1 - 0 against ~1 ~ 0. The eqnivalence with D1 shows
that, in fact, DW measiues the sensitivity of ~2 with respect to small changes in the
AR(1) parameter ~1 when ~1 is close to 0. Oiu new statistic B1, on the other hand,
measiues the sensitivity of y(or Q) with respect to small changes in ~1. Since, as a
riile, econometricians tend to be interest,ed in p(or fimctions thereof) and consider ~1
a musance parameter, B1 appears to be more appropriate than D1 or DW. After all,
it meastues directly the thing we wish to know: Are oiu estimates for ~3 (and fimctions
thereof) sensitive to misspecification in the distiirbance covariance matrix.
In this section we show that B1 and D1 are almost independent. This is important,
becaiise it implies that rejecting ~1 - 0 nsing the D1 or DW test in favoiu of ~1 ) 0
gives iis very little information on how sensitive ~3 or y are to small changes in ~~ . So it.
may very well happen that the DW test firmly rejects ~1 - 0, but that nevertheless the
Q estimates change very little, a fact all practical econometricians are familiar with.
For this and fiirther experiments we have generated five regressors:
~i : 1(constant),
x2 : 1, 2, . . . (time trend),
x3 : normal distribntion, E x3 - 0, var(x3) - 9,
x4 : lognormal distribiition, E logx4 - 0, var(logx4) - 9,
xs : nniform distribiition, -2 C xs C 2.
These regressors can be combined in varioiis data sets. We consider five datasets with
two regressors and five with three regressors, see Table 1. Now consider one of these ten
datasets. Let n. - 25 and assiune that the disturbances are generated by white noise.
Calculate the critical values B1' and D1` snch that
Pr(B1 ) B1`) - a - 0.05
and
Pr(D1 C D1`) - a- 0.05.
We define the joint probabilities
pll - Pr(B1 J B1` and D1 G D1`),




Pr(B1 J B1' and D1 ~ D1'),
Pr(B1 C B1` and D1 C D1')
Pr(B1 G B1` and D1 1 D1')
To simiilate the joint probabilities we generate 10,000 replications of 25 i.i.d. N(0,1)
variates. For each of the 10,000 replications we calcizlate B1 and D1 and compiite the
relative frequencies fll, flz, fzl and f22. We wish to estimate p21, the probability that
B1 G B1' and D1 c D1`, that is, the probability that y is not sensitive while at the
same time ~rz is sensitive to small c.hanges in ~ close to 0. We coiild estimate pzl by fzl,
but a more efficient estimate is obtained by taking account of the restrictions
pii ~ piz - a, pii f pzi - a, pii f piz f pzi f pzz - 1.
The parameter p21 is then estimated from the multinominal distribution, which is pro-
portional to
mtl ~12 m21 Tn22
pll p12 p21 i~22 ~
where ~m,z~ - m fz~ and m- 10, 000.5 Taking into acc,ount the three constraints, the
likelihood is maximized when, for 0 G pzl G cr,
pzi- ii~-fi2~f2ifa 22pzifcx 1-crz ((1 - cr)f f ! ( )(fiz -~ fzi) - 0.
Solving this quadratic equation gives the ML estimate for p21. Dividing by a gives an
estimate of the conditional probabilit,y Pr(B1 G B1'~D1 G D1`).
SThursby ( 1981) uses Monte Carlo simulations to test for the independence of DW, RESET and other
procedures, but he only uses the relative frequency f21.
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Dataset Regressors Pr(B1 G B1'~D1 C D1')
1 constant, time trend 0.882
2 constant, normal 0.922
3 constant, lognormal 0.927
4 iiniform, normal 0.966
5 time trend, normal 0.924
6 constant, time trend, normal 0.890
7 constant, time trend, lognormal 0.894
8 constant, iiniform, lognormal 0.930
9 iiniform, normal, lognormal 0.977
10 time trend, normal, iiniform 0.934
Table 1- The conditional probability that B1 G B1' given that D1 G D1' for 10 data
sets ( n. - 25, a - 0.05).
If the two events {B1 G B1'} and {D1 G D1'}1 Owere independent., we woitld find a
conditional probability of 0.95 for each of the ten data sets. On the other hand, if the two
events were perfectly dependent, then they would never occt~r together and the conditional
probability woiild be 0. Table 1 shows that, while the conditional probability is not eqiial
to 0.95, it is nevertheless very close. The conclusion of the simulation experiment is
therefore that the D1 or DW statistic tells iis almost nothing aboiit the thing we wish to
know, namely how sensitive ~3 and y are to misspecification in the distiirbance covariance
matrix. To know this we must use another statistic, namely B1.
2.6 Behaviour of Bl in the case of ARMA(1,1) dis-
turbances
We known from Theorem 2 that. B1 follows a Beta distribution when the distnrbances
are white noise. The logical next st,ep is to ask how B1 behaves when the distiirbances
follow some more general stationary process. In t,his section we answer this qiiestion for
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the case where the disttubances follow a stationary ARMA(1,1) process. The covariance
matrix then has two parameters (apart from o2): ~1 and ~il, associated with the AR and
MA part of the process respectively. Theorem 1 shows that each of the three cases AR(1),
MA(1) and ARMA(1,1) leads to the same B9-statistic, namely B1.6 Hence for each of
these cases Yhe correct procedure for measuring the sensitivity of y(and Q) is to nse B1.
Similarly, the correct procediire for measnring the sensitivity of ~2 is to use D1, which is
essentially the DW-statistic.
We have 10 data sets; see Table 1. For each dataset. we calculate B 1' and D 1' sitch
that.
Pr(B1 ~ B1') - a and Pr(D1 C D1') - c~, (2.6.1)
where cr - 0.05 and the distiirbances are assnmed white noise. In Fignre 1 we have
calci~lated
Pr(B1 ) B1`) and Pr(D1 C D1') (2.6.2)
imder the assumption that the disturbances are AR(1) for values of ~1 between 0 and 1. As
noted before, the D1-statistic is essentially the DW-statistic. As a result, Pr(D1 G D1')
can be int,erpreted as the power of D1 in testing ~1 - 0 against ~1 ~ 0. Alternatively
we can interpret Pr(D1 G D1') as the sensitivity of d2 with respect to ~1. In the same
way, B1 measures the sensitivit,y of y(and p) with respect to ~1. One glance at Fignre
1 shows that B1 is quite insensitive, hence robust, with respect to ~1, even for valnes of
~1 close to 1. The figiire shows the probabilities (2.6.2) for n. - 25. The main conchision
is that D1 is quite sensitive to ~1 but B1 is not. Hence, the D1 or DW statistic may
indicate that the OLS is not appropriate since ~1 is "significantly" different from 0, bitt
the B1 statistic shows that the estimates y and ,Q are little effected. This explains and
illtistrates a phenomenon well-known to all applied econometricians.
FIGURE 1
The probabilities were all calculated iising oi~r own adaptation of Imhof's (1961) routine
which is available in the NAG (1991) library and elsewhere.' If ~1 is close to i, then the
óEven when the AR(1) covariance matrix is based on a fixed start-up, say uo - 0, as in Berenblut and
Webb (1973), the B1 and Dl statistics are applicable.
~See also Koerts and Abrahamse (1969) on the computational aspects of these probabilities.
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limit (or the limiting distribiition) can be calciilated from Theorem A1 in Appendix 2. If
there is no intercept in the regression, then Pr(B1 ~ B1') either approaches 0 or 1. (This
resiilt relates closely to KrS,mer (1985).) We can see from Figure 1 that there are three
data sets where Pr(B1 ~ B1') approaches 0(munbers 4, 5 and 10) and one where the
probability approaches 1(munber 9). If, however, there is an intercept in the regression,
then Pr(B1 ) B1') approaches some limit between 0 and 1.
The flatness of the B1-curves is, of c.oiuse, in accordance with the near-independence
discnssed in the previoiis section. For n- 25 and ~1 - 0.5 we woiild decide in only abont.
7-10010 of the cases that y is sensitive with respect to ~1.g
In the case of MA(1) distiirbances the general conc,lnsions are the same, except that
for MA(1) disturbances no difficiilties arise close to ~il - 1.
FIGURE 2
Figure 2 is the counterpart to Figure 1. D1 is less sensitive than in the case of AR(1)
disttirbances, that is, the DW statistic has less power, and the B1 statistic is almost flat
and hence y and ~3 are extremely robnst against MA(1) disturbances.
FIGURE 3
Figtire 3 shows that y and Q are also qiiite insensitive t,o ARMA(1,1) distiirbances.
The figiire is based on the same probabilities as before with z~l - 0.5 and n. - 25. The
graph of the B 1-statist,ic closely resembles the graph in Figure 1. The behavionr close to
~1 - 1 is given in Theorem A1 in Appendix 2.9
So far we have shown that oiir proposed sensitivity statistic B1 indicates that y(and
Q) is qlute insensitive to covariance misspecification, whereas D1 (and DW) indicates
snbstantial sensitivity of ó2. Conld it be trne, that, B1 is never sensitive to covariance
misspecificat,ion. If this were the c.ase, then it wonld clearly be nnnecessary to calcnlate
B1 for any specific set of observed data. It tiirns otit that this is not the case and hence
sKing and Giles (1984) show that the t-test loses power when there is autocorrelation. This is some-
what related to our result, since B1 is an F-type statistic.
9A lot of work has been done on the power curves of the DW statistic and, to a lesser extent, the Dl
statistic. See Berenblut and Webb (1973), Tillman (1975) and BarteLs (1992).
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that B1 is a iisefiil sensitivity meastire. We now provide an example where B1 is sensitive
and D1 insensitive. Let T~1~ be the n. x n. matrix defined in section 2.2 and let tl, ..., tn be
the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvahies of T~1~, ranked in ascending order. Let
tl f tn-2 ty ~ tn-g t3 f t„-q
xl - ~ , x2 - ~ ' x3 - V G
Tillman (1975) foimd that, the DW test has poor power in certain cases, and xl, x2i and
x3 are slight modifications of Tillman's regressors; see also King and Giles (1984).lo Since
the DW test and oiir D1 statistic are essentially the same, we woiild expect that, D1 is
insensitive in stic.h cases where the DW statistic has poor power. Figiire 4 shows that this
is indeed the case. The three data sets iised in Figiire 4 are {xl}, {xl, x2} and {xl, xzi x3}.
We see that D1 is now qiute insensitive with respect to ~1, and, more importantly, that
B1 is now qttite sensitive, espec,ially for valiies of ~1 close to 1.
FIGURE 4
Figiires 1-3 give the sensitivities for one valiie of n, namely n- 25. To see how B1
depends on n, we calc.tilate for each of onr ten data sets Pr(B1 ) B1') for three vahies
of n, (n - 10,25,50) and two covarianc,e specifications (AR(1), MA(1)). The resiilts are
given in Table 2.
laTillman's analysis is in terms of the usual A-matrix, defined by u'Au -~2 (u~ - u;-1)z. Since A is
approximately equal to 21„ -T~11, the eigenvectors of T~~1 will be approximately equal to those of A.
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AR(1), ~1 - 0.5 MA(1), z~, - 0.5
Dataset n.-10 n.-25 n-50 n-10 n-25 n.-50
1 0.078 0.072 0.063 0.070 0.061 0.056
2 0.073 0.087 0.073 0.077 0.062 0.050
3 0.101 0.092 0.089 0.073 0.059 0.055
4 0.073 0.079 0.080 0.069 0.049 0.046
5 0.077 0.082 0.064 0.085 0.062 0.049
6 0.093 0.085 0.069 0.092 0.065 0.053
7 0.092 0.101 0.087 0.082 0.065 0.059
8 0.096 0.088 0.078 0.087 0.056 0.052
9 0.081 0.091 0.096 0.051 0.041 0.043
10 0.104 0.087 0.069 0.099 0.059 0.051
Table 2-Pr(B1 ~ B1'),cx - 0.05, for two covariance specifications and three valnes of n..
Table 2 confirms oiir earlier statements. In only 5-lOPIo of the cases woiild we concliide
that y and Q are sensitive to AR(1) or MA(1) distiirbances. High vahies of n. are needed
t,o get close to t,he probability limit and the higher is ~1 ) 0, the higher shonld be n. (See
also Sharma (1987).)
In this section we have investigated the sensitivity of the OLS predictor y(and the
OLS estimator ,Q) when the dist,iubances follow an ARMA(1,1) process. The sensitivity
was meastued iising B1 which is the correct measiire in this case. All calculations indicate
that OLS is very robiist against ARMA(1,1) distnrbances. In only abont 5-lOPlo of the
cases t,he B1 statistic leads t~s to conclude, that OLS is not appropriate for predicting y
or estimating Q. Oiu next qiiest.ion is how B1 behaves in more general sititations.
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Fig.l. B1 and D1 : AR(1) disturbances, a- 0.05
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Fig.2. B1 and D1 : MA(1) disturbances, a- 0.05
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Fig.4. B1 and D1 : AR(1) disturbances, a- 0.05
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2.7 Behaviour of Bl in the case of AR(2) distur-
bances
Let us now consider covariance structttres more general than an ARMA(l,l) process.
Almost all stationary processes will have either an AR(1) or an MA(1) component, so
that the B1 statistic has a justification. In this section we consider the AR(2) process
with paramet,ers ~1 and ~2 where ~t - 0. In this sitatation B1 is not the correct sensitivity




where u denotes the vector of OLS residuals and
(2.7.1)
C~2~ - (I - M)T~z~M. (2.7.2)
If we know that AR(2) with ~1 - 0 is the only alternative to white noise, we would nse B2
to find out whether OLS is still reasonable or not. In most practical situations, however,
we do not know this. In Fignre 5 we graph Pr(B1 ) B1') together with Pr(B2 ] B2')
forOG~2G1.
FIGURE 5
It is interesting to see that B1 is more sensitive than B2 with respect to ~2i even thoitgh
B2 is the correct statistic. This is true for nine of the ten data sets. Only for data set.
nnmber 5 is B2 more sensitive than B1 for some vahtes of ~2. The difference, however,
is quite small. For D1 compared wit,h D2 the opposite is the case. D1 is less sensitive
than D2, or, pttt differently, the DW test is less powerfitl than the appropriate AR(2)
test, which is what we wonld expect. See Blattberg (1973), and Knott.nents (1985) and
Harvey (1990, p. 210) for an investigation of the (in)appropriateness of the DW test. in
this case.
Under the cttrrent specification of AR(2) with ~t - 0 the correct B2 statistic will
show sensit,iviYy about 7~0 of the time, depending of course on the vahte of ~2 and the
data set. The incorrect B1 statistic will show sensitivity about 12Q7o of the time. Thns,
ttsing B1 in this case will lead tts to conclnde that OLS is sensitive slightly more often
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than is justified. We shall see in the next section, that the same conclnsion holds when
we compare B1 and B4.
We concliide that B1 can be iLSefiilly employed even in cases for which it was not de-
signed. With 25 observations we will reject OLS slightly more freqnenYly than is necessary,
but of course much less frequently than if we were using the DW test.
The behavioiu of B1 and B2 close to ~2 - 1 is interesting, see Theorem A2 in
Appendix 2. In the iisiial sitiiation when the regression has an intercept, both B1 and B2
converge to a nonrandom limit and the appropriate probability therefore converges either
to 0 or to 1. If the regression does not have an intercept, bot,h B1 and B2 converge to a
random variable. This is jiist the opposite sitnation as the behavioiu tinder AR(1).
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Fig.5. B1 and B2 : AR(2) disturbances, ~1- 0, a- 0.05
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2.8 Testing for fourth-order autocorrelation: An al-
ternative to the Wallis test
Wallis (1972) intsoduced the test statist,ic
~t5(~t - ~~-4)2
d4 - „ 2 ,
~c-i ue
(2.8.1)
where, as before, v,t denotes the t-th OLS residiial. The Wallis test can be iised to test. for
foiirth-order autocorrelation in quarterly regression equations. Clearly the Wallis test. is
the exact counterpart of the DW test. It tests ~4 - 0 against ~4 ~ 0. In this sitnation we







C~4~ - (I - M)T~4~M. ( 2.8.3)
If we compare B1 with B4, we arrive at t,he same general conchisions as in the previoiis
section. In particular, B1 is usually more sensitive than B4 with respect to ~4.
However, if we have quarterly observations, it is quite sensible to measure directly the
impact of possible AR(4) distiirbances on the OLS estimates ~3 and the predictor y.
FIGURE 6
In Figtue 6, which is the coimterpart to Figiire 1, we show that ~4 - 0 might be firmly
rejected by the D4 test, (which is essentially the Wallis test,), biit that, again, the OLS
estimates of ,6 will not be much affected. The B4 statist,ic can be used as an alternative
to the Wallis test, just as the B1 statistic can be used as an alternative to the DW test.
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Fig.6. B4 and D4 : AR(4) disturbances, ~,- ~z- ~3- 0, a- 0.05
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2.9 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have introdticed a new sensitivity measttre, B1, which is designed to
decide whether the predictor y(or the estimator Q) is sensitive to covariance misspeci-
fication. Many applied statisticians ttse the Durbin-Watson (DW) test. for this pnrpose,
but we show that the DW test can be interpreted as a statistic to decide whether the
variance estimator ~2 is sensitive to covariance misspecification. In most sitttations we
are not interested in the variance parameters themselves, which are ntusance parameters,
bttt rather in the mean parameters ,0 of X,Q. Ottr new sensitivity statistic B1 may then
provide a usefiil tool for analysis. The case for a new statistic is strengthened by the fact
that the DW test. and B1 are almost orthogonal to each other (sect.ion 2.5). That is, we
may very well conc.lnde from the DW test that there exists positive atttocorrelation, while
at the same time B1 shows little sensitivity of ,0 and y with respect to the atttocorrelation
parameter.
Our results show that the OLS estimator ~3 and the predictor y are not very sensitive
to covariance misspecification, a fact well-known to applied statisticians. The B 1 statistic
is easy to tise and performs well even in cases where it is not strictly applicable (sec.tion
2.7).
We note that, even when ~ is not. sensitive to covariance misspecification, its estimated
variance vár(,Q) - ~r2(X'X)-1 may very well be. The D1 statistic (or the DW test) is
appropriate to measure the sensitivity of ~2. Hence, if we are only interested in estimation,
then B1 sttí'fices. Bttt if we are interested in inference, then both B1 and D1 are relevant.
Let tts now provide an alternative jtustification for the idea behind the proposed statis-
tics. Let s(B) be the relevant statistic (Q, y or v2). Developing s(B) in a Taylor expansion
gives
S(B) - S(o) ~ ~ e' aaée);-t ~ a-o
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and a sitfficient condition for t.his is that.
as(B)
ae; a-o
-0 (j - 1,...,m).
Otu stat.istics are based on this simple observation. For example, the predictor y(B) can
be expanded as
y(B) - y(0) ~- B'z f . . .
where z-(zl, z2i ..., z„~)', defined in (2.3.4).
If the statistic shows little sensitivity, then we nse the OLS predict.or y(0). Biit. what
shoiild we do if B1 is "large", and we miist concliide t.hat y is sensitive t.o covariance
misspecification? One possible sohition is to iise the next. t.erm in t.he expansion, so that.
y(B) ti y(0) f 9'z,
where 9 is some consistent estimate of B. Another, more conventional, solntion is to nse
estimated GLS. The first method based on the Taylor expansion has the advantage that
we don't. have to know the precise stnicture of S2(B). Only its derivative at 9- 0 is
reqiured. If, on Yhe other hand, we are reasonably certain about t.he st.nictiue of S2(9),
then estimated GLS is more appropriate. Future work will have to provide further insights
into the relative merits of these two methods.
2.10 Appendix 1: Proof of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1: We shall show that aS2(B)~a~is - Tl'1 at B- 0. The second state-
ment. is proved similarly. Following Harvey (1993, p. 29) we introdiice the aiit.ocovariance
generating fimction
x
h ,9(L) - ~ w Lh
h--oo







~(L) - 1 f z~zL f .. . ~ ~vL9,
~(L) - 1 - ~1 L - . . . - ~pLp.
Differentiating g(L) with respect to z~i, gives
ag(L) - ?2 (zG(L-')L' f ~(L)L-')
azGs ~(L)~(L-')
and hence, at B- 0,
a9(L)
az~, - ~2(Ls ~ L-s) - rr2Tisi.a-o
Since g(L) -~252(B), the resnlt. follows.
Proof of Theorem 2: Using standard resiilts of differential calcithis (see Magnus and
Neudecker (1988)) we obtain from (2.3.1) and (2.3.3)
dy (B) - X ~X'S2 (8)-' X) 1 dS2 (B)-' (y - X~3 (B)~
and hence, at B- 0,
z9 - -X(X'X)-'X'A,My - -C,y.
This proves ( a). To prove (b) we insert (a) in (2.3.5). To prove ( c) we notice that C,X - 0
and MX - 0. Evahiating the distxibut.ion of y at B - 0 we then find
v'W, v z,'W, v
Bs - v'Mzi - v'W,v -~ v'(M - W,)zi'
where zi ti N(0, In). Now, W, is idempotent with rank(W,) - rank (C,) - r,. Also, since
MC; - C;, we have MW, - W,. Henc.e M- W, is idempotent as well and its rank is
n- k- r,. The condition 0 G r, c n. - k implies that both W, and M- W, have rank
~ 1. It. follows that v'W,v ~ XZ(r,), z; (M - W,)v ~ X2(n - k - r,) and t.he two qnadratic
forms are independent (becaiise (M - W,)W, - 0). The resiilt follows.
Proof of Theorem 3: Differentiating ~2(6) in (2.3.2) gives
(n - k)d~2(B) - -2(y - y(B))~~(B) ldy(B) } (y - y(B))~(d~(e) 1)(y - y(B))
and hence, at B- 0,
(n - k)a, - 2y'MC,y - y'MA,My - -y'MA9My,
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since MC, - 0. This proves (a). For (b) we simply note that (n, - k)~z(0) - y'My. To
prove (c) we let v- P'y~cr ~ N(0, In-k).
Proof of Theorem 4: This follows directly from Theorems 2(b) and 3(b) and the fact that
n n n n
v'T~l~u - 2 ~ u~~t-1 - - ~(ut - 1~t-1)2 ~ ~ ut -~ ~ ut-,
c-2 c-z e-z c-2
2.11 Appendix 2: Two results on the limit of a ratio
of two quadratic forms
In this appendix we prove two resiilts of independent interest. The first resttlt contains
as a special case the result of Sargan and Bhargava (1983), who establish the limit of the
DW statistic when the process is AR(1) and the model contains a constant term, and also
the "main theorem" of Krámer (1985), who shows that the DW statistic approaches a
certain nonrandom quantity when the process in AR(1) and the model does not contain a
constant term. Tables of the DW statistic when there is no interc.ept term were compiited
by Farebrother (1980). For a stirvey of the relevant literatiire, see King (1987). Theorem
A1 generalizes both resiilts to the case ARMA(1,1).
Theorem 5 Assume that the observations y-(y1, ..., yn)' are generated by a stationary
ARMA (1,1) process,
ye - ~yc-i f ~et-1 f ec,
where the et are i.i. d. N(0, o'z). Let A be a symmetric n, x n, matrix and B~ 0 a symmetric
positive semidefinite n x n, matri~. Assume that if Bi - 0 and i'Ai - 0, then Ai - 0(see







2f BZ - 0, A2 - 0,
2f B2 - 0, 2'A2 ~ 0,
if Bi - 0, i'Ai c 0,
2f B2 ~ 0,
where A is the (n,-1) x(n-1) matrix obtained from A by deleting the fïrst row and the first
column, B is similarly obtained from B, i is an n x 1 vector of ones, v~ N(0, In-1), P
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is a lower triangular (n - 1) x (n. - 1) matrix such that
(PP')1~ - rmn(z,j) - (1 ~,~)2(1
f bzi),
b;~ is the Kronecker delta, and ~ indicates convergence in probability.
Note 1: The only case not covered by the theorem is the case where Bi - 0, i'Ai - 0, Ai ~
0. The ratio y'Ay~y'By then converges to foo with probability 1~2 each. In most cases of
practical interest A is either positive semidefinite (in which c.ase i'Ai - 0 implies Ai - 0)
or A can be written as A- BSB for some symmetric mat.rix B (in which case Bi - 0
implies Ai - 0), so that the theorem applies.
Note 2: If Bi ~ 0, then Pr(y'Ay~y'By G c) will approach either 0 or 1 depending on the
sign of i'(A - cB)i. This explains why the DW statistic in a regression withoiit intercept.
can have zero limiting power.




0, if i G j,
1, if i ~ j
In the general ARMA (1,1) case the stsucture of P is more
c,omplicated, but it can always be computed through a standard Choleski separation
roiitine, available in NAG and elsewhere.
Note 4: The normality assiunption is much stronger than necessary. All that. is reqnired
is that the second moments of y are botinded.
Proof. Letting a - i~i~(1 f~)2, we have
cov(y~,yc-8) - E ycye-s -~2i1 ~2)27(s), s- 0,1,...,
where
ry(0) - 1 - 2cx(1 - ~),
7(1) - ~ ~- a(1 - ~)2,
ry(s) -~ry(s - 1), s 1 2
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Now, let r- 1-~. Then, for ~ close to 1,
~-1-2r2fC)(r4)
and hence,
7(0) - 1 - cYr2 f C)(r9),
~(S) - 1- 2r2 ~ i~(r4), S i 1.
The n. x n, covariance matrix S2 of y is therefore, apart from an irrelevant factor of pro-
portionality,
S2 - iii - Zr2Q -}- C7(r4)
with
2a 1 2 ... n.-2 n,- 1
1 2a 1 ... n.-3 n,-2
2 1 2a ... n.-4 n-3
Q-
n.-2 n.-3 n,-4 . .. 2c~ 1
n-1 n.-2 n-3 ... 1 2cr
Let S2 - LL', where L is a lower triangular n x n, matrix. We write L as
L- Lo ~- rLl - 2r2L2 f r3L3 f C~(r")
which implies
S2 - LL'
- LoLo -~ r(LoLi -{- L1Ló) - 2r2(LoL2 f LZLó - 2L1Li)
fr3(LoL3 f L3Lo - 2L1L2 - 2L2Li) f O(r4).
Equating t,he two expansions for S2 yields the four equations
LoLó - ii'
LoLi f L1Ló - 0,
LoL2 f L2Lo - 2L1Li - Q,
LoL3 f L3Lá - 2L,L2 - 2LZLi - 0.
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Recalling that Lo, ..., L3 are lower triangiilar, we find the following sohitions:
Lo -
L2 -
1 0' 0 0'
, Li - ,
á 0 0 P
a 0' 0 0'
, Ls - - ,
c 0 0 L3
where P is defined in the theorem, i is an (n. - 1) x 1 vec.tor of ones, c is an (n - 1) x 1
vector with c~ - j- a, and L3 is a lower triangiilar (n. - 1) x(n - 1) matrix. Hence,




L'AL -~ r ~ 1 f C)(rz), ifAi ~ 0, i'Ai - 0,P'Ái 0
1 0'
(i'Ai) ~- C~(r), if i'Ai ~ 0,
where A is obtained from A by deleting its first row. For L'BL we find similar expressions
except that the second option can not occtir since B is positive semidefinite. The resiilt




where v ~ N(0, I„).
Oiir next theorem considers the general AR(q) process and tells iis what happens with
a ratio of qiiadratic forms when the q-th aiitocorrelation parameter ~9 converges to 1.
Theorem 6 Assume that the obseruations y-(yl, ..., yn)' are generated by a stationary
AR(q) process,
yc - ~ye-e ~ Ec,
where the et are i.i.d. N(O,Q2). Let A be a symmetric n. x n, matrix and B a symmetric
positive semidefinite n x n. matrix. Let m be the smallest integer such that mq ~ n. and
define the q x mq matri.z
0 0
H9 - (I9 : Iq : ... : IQ).
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Let Hq 6e the q x n. matrix containing the first n. columns of H9. If
HQAHQ ~ 0 and HQBH9 ~ 0,
then, as ~ -. 1,





Note 1: If q- 1, we obtain the special ca.se of Theorem A1 where i'Ai ~ 0 and Bi ~ 0,
since H9 - i in that case.
Note 2: If q- 2 and Ai - 0, Bi - 0 ( regression with intercept), then H9 - (a : 6), where
á -(iolo...), b'-(oioi...).
Since a f 6- i, we have A(a f b) - Ai - 0 and hence Ab --Aa. This leads to
a'Aa a'Ab 1 -1
H9~AH9 - - (áAa)
b'Aa b'A6 -1 1
and hence
vi H'qAHQV - (áAa)(vi - v2)~.
Under the assumption that Ai - Bi - 0 we thiLS have
y'By ~ a'Ba ~ ~ ~ 1'
which is a constant.
Proof. Let var(y) - a2S2 and let S2 - LL', where L is lower triangiilar. Then, as ~~
1, L-~ LQ and S2 -. L9L'9, where Lq - ( H9 : 0). Now write y-~Li, where ~, ~ N(o, I„).
Then, as ~ --~ 1,
y'Ay - a2v'L'ALi, ~ o2z,'H'qAHQa,
and the restilt follows.
Chapter 3
On the sensitivity of the usual t- and
F-tests to AR(1) misspecificationl
3.1 Introduction
Siippose that, in the linear regression model y- X~3 ~- u tmder standard assiimpt.ions,
we are interested in t,esting linear restrictions RQ - r. We are, however, imcertain abottt
the distribiition of the disttubances. If the distiirbances are white noise, then t.he iisiial
F-statistic based on OLS residiials follows an F-distribiition imder the niill hypothesis.
This is the textbook case. If the disturbances are not white noise birt are distribnted
N(0, o2S2(B)), where the structiue of SZ is known (for example AR(1)) and in addition the
valiie of B is known, then an extended F-statistic based on GLS residiials can be iised.
The asstunption that the structiire of S2 is known might have some jiistification, bnt
knowledge of B goes beyond what can be reasonably assumed. This raises two qnestions.
First, if B is not known (or, worse still, if the stnictiue of S2 is not known), how shoiild we
test the restriction? Secondly, even if we coiild constriict an acceptable test statistic, does
it make any difference, that is, is the resiilt. of this test really different from the resiilt. of
the iLSUaI F-test based on OLS residuals?
One way to tackle the first qiiestion is by pretesting. Nakamiira and Nakamiua (1978),
and King and Giles (1984), look at the effect of pretesting B in an AR(1) environment..
1Jointly with J.R. Magnus.
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They c.onchide that the problems are very serioiis, which may in part be due to the
fact that all pretesting procedures have bad properties, due Yo the discontimtity of the
procedure.
Several authors have attempted to answer the second qnestion by resorting to a
"botinds test." The approach taken by Dtirbin and Watson (1950, 1951) to test B- 0
can be extended to test a hypothesis aboiit the regression coefficients, see Vinod (1976),
Kiviet (1980), Vinod and Ullah (1981, Ch. 4), and Hillier and King (1987). This involves
finding iipper and lower botinds for the distribiition of the standard t-statistic. One prob-
lem with this approach is, Yhat the upper boimd may approach infinit,y as B goes to one,
see Vinod (1976, p. 930), Kr~,mer (1989). So, this method breaks down near B- 1.
Dufour (1990) tries to modify the procedure by jointly estimating the confidence intervals
of B and w'Q - r (the restriction) in the particular case of AR(1) distnrbances. Using
the union-intersection principle he then succeeds in redncing t,he estimates of the bounds,
using information through the Diubin-Watson test. But Dufour's approach also has a
problem: When testing the hypothesis that the intercept coefficient is zero, the coefFicient
is not identified when B- 1.
Another approach to answer the second qiiestion has been throiigh asymptotics. Un-
derstandably, asymptotics does not work well near B- 1. Park and Mitchell (1980)
show t,hat asymptotic critical vahies can be very imreliable near B- 1. Even expansion
methods do not give good inferences near B- 1, see Rothenberg (1984a, 1984b, 1988).
In this paper we take a different approach, similar to the one developed in Chapter 1.
We do not test whether B- 0 or not. Neither do we attempt to find tighter confidence
intervals for the t-statistic or to improve its asymptotic approximation iising estimated
GLS. Our approach, based on local sensitivity analysis, allows iis to answer two qiies-
tions of interest. First, whether the F-statistic (t-statistic) is sensitive to deviations from
the white noise assiimption, and secondly whether accepting the mill hypothesis iising
the iisual (OLS based) F-statistic (t-statistic) is a robust decision. In the case of AR(1)
distiubances, Rothenberg (1988) finds that mill rejection probabilities are considerably
larger than their nominal levels, that is, we reject too often. Oiu resiilts siipport Rothen-
berg's findings. Roughly speaking, we find that the F-statistic is sensitive to covariance
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misspecification, bnt that nevertheless accepting the mill hypothesis is a robiist proce-
dure, that is, if the null hypothesis is accepted using the usual F-statistic, it will also be
accepted if the disturbances are not white noise.
In addition to the theoretical results in the paper, we propose a practical sensitivity
measiue ~, which is easy to calculate. We obtain an excellent approximation to the median
of ~~ ~(also easy to calculate), and we propose as a"rule of thumb" and a practical tool for
econometricians, the nile that the F-statistic is "sensitive" to covariance misspecification
if ~~ ~ is larger than its approximated median, and not. sensitive otherwise.
The paper is organized as follows. section 3.2 gives the set, iip and notation. In section
3.3 we define the sensitivity of the F-statistic, denoted ~, and obtain an explicit expression
(Theorem 1). We also show (Theorem 2) that, imder certain conditions which titrn oiit.
later to hold for onr representative examples, the decision to accept the restricted model
is a robust one. In section 3.4 we derive three theorems about the large sample behavionr
of ~. The last of these (Theorem 5) leads to the median-based "rule of thnmb" discussed
earlier. In sections 5 and 6 we specialize oiir treatment to AR(1) distiirbances. In section
3.5 we disciiss t,he behavioiir of ~ when the AR(1) parameter B is close to one. This analysis
shows that we must distinguish between three cases. In section 3.6 we then disciiss how
~ behaves under AR(1) misspecification, distinguishing between these three cases. In
section 3.7 we siimmarise oiir main findings. There are 3 appendices. Appendix 1 gives
some little-known results about the product normal distribution, Appendix 2 derives the
first two exact moments of ~, and Appendix 3 contains the proofs of the theorems.
3.2 Set-up and notation
We shall consider the standard linear regression model
y-X,Qfu, (3.2.1)
where y is an n, x 1 random vector of observations, X a non-random n. x k matrix of
regressors (k G n,), Q a k x 1 vector of imknown parameters and u an n. x 1 vector of
random distiirbances. We assume that X has fiill cohunn-rank k and that u follows a
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normal distribution,
u ~ N(0, o2S2(B)). (3.2.2)
Withoiit essential loss of generality we shall assiime throiighoitt t,his paper that S2 is
a matrix fimction of a single parameter 9 E 6, and that S2(B) is positive definite and
differentiable, at least, in a neighbourhood of B- 0. We also assume that S2(0) - I„ and
that ~2 ) 0. An important role is played by the symmetric n, x n. matrix
A - d d~e) ~B-o . (3.2.3)
We notice that dS2-1(B)~dB ~8-0 --A.
If there is no restriction on ,~, then the (imrestricted) generalised least sqiiares (GLS)
estimator for Q is
~(B) - (X'~-1(B)X)-'X'~-'(e)y. (3.2.4)
If there is a restriction on ,0, say R~3 - r, where R is a q x k matrix of rank q? 1, then
the restricted GLS est,imator for ~3 is
,~(9) - Q(6) - (X'S2-'(8)X)-~R'(R(X'S2-'(B)X)-'R')-'(R~3(B) - r). (3.2.5)
If we assiime that B is known, then the tisiial F-statistic for testing the hypothesis
R,(3 - r can be written as








u(9) - y- X~3(9), u(B) - y- X,Q(9). (3.2.8)
Notice that the eqiiality of (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) holds whether or not the restriction
R,Q - r is satisfied. Of coiirse, ~mder the mill hypothesis Ho : R~3 - r, F(B) is distribiited
as F(q, n. - k).
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Suppose we believe that B- 0, which may or may not be the case. Then we wonld
use the OLS estimator Q or the restricted OLS estimator Q:
Q - Q(~) - (X~X)-1X ~y, (3.2.9)
a - Q(o) - Q - (X~X)-'R~(R(X~X)-~R~)-'(R,~ - r). (3.2.10)
We now define the symmetric idempotent n. x n, matrices
M - I„ - X(X'X)-1X' (3.2.11)
and
B - X(X'X)-'R'(R(X'X)-'R')-1R(X'X)-1X', ( 3.2.12)
satisfying
MB - 0, Rank(M) - n, - k, Rank(B) - q. (3.2.13)
We then have, with u~ N(0, o2S2(B)),
u - u(0) - Mu,
and, if the restriction R,Q - r is satisfied,
v, - u(0) - (M f B)u.
3.3 Sensitivity of the F-test
(3.2.14)
(3.2.15)
We want to find otit how sensitive the F-statist,ic is, wit,h respect to small changes in B
when B is close to 0. As in Chapter 1, we do ~,ot ask the qiiestion whether B is 0 or not,
iising for example a Dtirbin-Watson test. Instead, we think of B as a miisance parameter
whose estimate may or may not be "significantly" different from 0. Biit even when the
estimate is "far" from 0, this does not imply that F(B) is "far" from F(0). And this is
what interests ns in this paper: Is it legitimate to iise F(0) - based on OLS residnals -
instead of F(6)?
Thtis motivated we define the sensitivity of the F-statistic F(B) as
~P - ddBe) ~e-o,
(3.3.1)
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where F(B) is given in (2.6) or (2.7). Large valiies of ~p indicate that F(B) is sensit,ive
to small changes in B when B is close to 0 and hence that setting B- 0 is not j~istified.
The statistic ~p depends only on y and X (and, of coiirse, on R and r) and can therefore
be observed. The distribution of cp does, however, depend on 6(and, if the restriction
RQ - r is not satisfied, on ~2 as well).
Theorem 1 We have
where




1 u'Au 1 u'Au
2 v'u' B -2 u'u'
u'u-u'v, n-k
~,~ q ,




We notice that Theorem 1 is valid whether or not the restriction R,13 - r is satisfied,
and also whether or not the distribiition of y is evaltiated at B- 0. We see from Theorem
1 that cp is a fimction of quadratic forms in normal variables, but, since these quadratic
forms are not independent, it does not appear feasible to obtain the density of ~p in closed
form. We shall obtain certain limiting resiilts (sections 4 and 5) and, throiigh simiilations
(section 3.6), some important characteristics of the distribution of cp. It is also possible
to obtain t,he first two moments of cp exactly, see Appendix 2.
The notation B and B in (3.2) and (3.3) suggests that these statistics can be interpreted
as estimators of 9. This siiggestion is based on the following arg~tment. We expand S2(B)
as
~(B) - In f BA f 2B2H f C~(B3), ( 3.3.5)
where A is the first derivative at 0 as defined in (3.2.3), and H denotes the second
derivative at 0. Then
52-1(B) - I„ - BA ~ 2B2(2A2 - H) f O(B3), (3.3.6)
and
dS2-1(B) - -A ~ B(2A2 - H) ~- (~(B2). (3.3.7)
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If the y-process is covariance stationary, we may assnme that the diagonal elements
of SZ are all ones. Then, tr A - tr H- 0 and
tr l d~dB(B) ~ S2 B~- B tr AZ f C) BZ` ( ) ( ). (3.3.8)
We next expand u(B) as
~u(B) - u(0) f BX(X'X)-'X'Av,(0) f ()(B2), (3.3.9)
so that, writing u instead of u(0),
dS2-'(B) ~
íïi (B) dB u(B) --uAu -F B(2u'AMAv, - ~iHu) ~ C)(B2). (3.3.10)
The maximiim likelihood estimator for B is obtained by eqiiating (3.8) and (3.10), see
Magmis (1978). This gives
u'Av, 1 u'Av, ~
(1 ~- n-zb),
2u'AMAu - v'Hv, - tr A2 - 2 u'u
(3.3.11)
where b will be boiinded in probability if ( l~n) tr AZ -~ 2. This will iisiially be the case,
certainly for low-order ARMA processes; see (5.4) for the particular case of AR(1).
In essence, therefore, all properties of the distribiition of ~p are determined by the be-
havioiir of n(B - B), the difference between the imrestric.ted and the restricted "estimator"
of B. We shall consider the large sample behaviour of cp in more detail in section 3.4, but
first we state the following restilt which is easily obtained.
Theorem 2 If we expand F(B) as
F(B) - F(0) f Bcp ~- B2R(B),
then, for 0 G B G 1, c 1 0, and ó~ 0,
(3.3.12)
Pr(F(B) c c-~ b f B2R(B) ~ F(0) c c) ) 1- Pr(`~ ~ ó) (3.3.13)Pr(F(0) C c) ~
Theorem 2 addresses an important issue, namely the robnst,ness of the decision to
accept the restricted model. At B - 0 we accept the mill hypothesis Ho : R(3 - r when
F(0) G c. For B~ 0 we woiild accept Ho when F(B) G c. The (conditional) probability
of this happening is close to 1 when Pr(~p ) 0) is close to 0. This is also clear from t,he
expansion ( 3.12). If B 1 0 and Pr(cp ) 0) is small, then F(B) lies to the left of F(0), thius
increasing the acceptance region.
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3.4 Large sample behaviour of cp
To stndy the behavioi~r of ~p for large n, it is convenient to write cp as
~P -




(3.4.2)wi - , w2 - ,n.-l~ n.-k
zl - u'u - iiu, z2 - v,'Au - iiAu. (3.4.3)
We first obtain Theorem 3, which holds whether or not the restriction RQ - r is satisfied
and whether or not the distriblition of y is evaliiated at B- 0.
Theorem 3 Assume that, for every B E 6,
(i) tr S2(B) - n,
(ii) .~,Rax(S2(B)) is bounded,
(iii) E zi ~ E z2 is bounded,
urhere z~ and z2 are defined in (4.3). Assume further that
(iv) (l~n)trA2 is bounded.
Then, for large n.,
~ - -z2 q Wzi }
(Ezz)~dn(n-2), (3.4.4)
urhere
~ - (l~n.)trAS2(B). (3.4.5)
Condition (i) is qtute harmless since we can always redefine Q2 to force this condition
to hold. Condition (ii), however, excliides certain covariance stnictiires, in particiilar iinit.
root processes (see section 3.5). Condition ( iii) is necessary, if we wish to allow that the
restriction R,0 - r might not be satisfied; see however, Theorem 5. The leading term in
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the expansion of cp is now a simple siim of qiiadratic forms, all whose moments can be
easily calciilated.
At B- 0 both the conditions and the leading term in the expansion simplify.
Theorem 4 Assunte that the distribution of y is evaluated at B- 0. Assu~ae further that
(i~ (1~~) tr A is bounded,
(ii) (l~n.) tr AZ is bounded,
(iii) E xi ~ E z2 is bounded.
Then, for large n,
~P- q2 f (Ez2)2(Jp(n-2). (3.4.6)
Again, condition ( i) is harmless, becaiise if tr S2(B) - n then tr A- 0. The leading
term in the expansion of ~p now depends only on z2.
The most specialized, bnt for oiir paper also the most nsefiil, asymptotic resiilt is
obtained when we assiune (as in Theorem 4) that the distribtition of y is evahiated at
B- 0, and in addition that the restriction R~3 - r is satisfied and that only one restriction
occius ( q - 1). We then obtain Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 Assu~ne that the distribution of y is evaluated at B- 0, that q- 1(one
restriction only, which we u~rite as w'~3 - r), and that the restriction is satisfied. Assurn,e
further that
(i) (1 ~ f ) tr A is bounded,
(ii) (l~n)trA2 is bounded,
(iii) 1~c2 is bounded,
where
c2 - (b'Ab)2 f 46'AMAb, b - (w'(X'X)-lw)-2X(X'X)-Iw. (3.4.7)
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Then, for large n.,
where
cp - -z2 f cC~p(n.-2 ) , (3.4.8)
z2 - ?iAu - v'Au - cv, (3.4.9)
and v follows a product normal distribution pn,(r) with parameter r- b'A6~c.
Theorem 5 is important. because the distribution of cp at B- 0 is intractable, but. the
distribiition of z2 is known. To assess the sensitivity of the F-test (in fact, t-test. since
q- 1) we consider the eqiiation
Pr(~ cp ~~ cp') - a. (3.4.10)
According to Theorem 5 this is approximately equal to
Pr(~ v ~~ ~p'~c) - cr. (3.4.11)
We thiis obtain an asymptotic sensitivity statistic z, whose distribiition is simple and
depends only on one parameter r. We stated - after defining cp in (3.1) - that large valiies
of cp indicate that F(B) is sensitive to small changes in B when B is close to 0. We did
not discnss what we mean by "large" . We can now discnss this matter in the cont.ext of
Theorem 5.
For a given data set we know c and r. Hence, given a, ~' can be obtained from
piiblished tables of the prodiict. normal distribiition; see Appendix 1. If ~ ~p ~1 cp', we say
that the t-test is sensitive to covariance misspecification; if ~ cp ~ C cp' we say it is insensitive
or robtist. There is, of coiuse, some arbitrariness in the choice of a. The most common
choice wotild be c~ - 0.05 or a- 0.01, in which case we would (too) freqiiently conclnde,
that the t-test is robust. In oiu view the most sensible choice is a- 0.50, in which case
~p'~c is the median of ~ v ~. As shown in Appendix 1, Figure A2, the median of ~ v ~ does
not depend miich on r. In fact, 0.35 C median ( ~ v ~) C 0.45. Hence, at c~ - 0.50 we
obtain the following "rltle of thiimb" based on the above asymptotic sensitivity argument.
Rule of thumb The t-statistic is sensitive (at the 50~Io level) to covasiance misspec.ifica-
tion if and only if
~ cp ~ ~c 1 0.40. (3.4.12)
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So, in practice, we compute cp from (3.2) and c from (4.7) and check the ineqnality
(4.12). If we know the type of covariance misspecification which could occiir, we nse the
A-matrix corresponding to this type of misspecification. In most situations we would not
know this. Then we iise the Toeplitz matrix T defined in (52) as oiu A-mat,rix. This is
the appropriate matrix for AR(1), MA(1) and ARMA(1,1) misspecification and appears
to work well in other sittiations too; see Chapter 1. We shall see in section 3.6, Table 2,
that the probability that (4.12) occius is extremely close to 0.50. In other words, 0.40 c
is an excellent approximation to the exact (finite sample) median of ~~ ~.
There is one fiuther interesting conseqnence of Theorem 5. If r 7 0(and this is iisiially
the case, see Table 1), then, iising the resiilts of Apendix 1,
Pr(v 1 0) -~-}- ~ arctan ~ 1 r rz ~) 2 (3.4.13)
and hence, since cp ~ -c~i for large n,, we have
Pr(cp 1 0) ,: Pr(v c 0) C 2. (3.4.14)
If this is the c,ase, then (iising Theorem 2) the decision to accept the restricted model is
a robiist one, that is, if we accept (fail to reject) the restriction at B- 0, there is a high
probability that we shall contimie to accept the restriction when 6~ 0.
3.5 AR(1) misspecification: behaviour near the unit
root
When the distnrbances are white noise (at 6- 0), we have seen that cp follows a some-
what intractable distribiition, which can however be approximated (when q- 1) by -z2
whose distribiition is known. We now ask how cp behaves when the distiirbances follow a
more general stationary process, in particiilar an AR(1) process with parameter B. The
covariance matrix of the disttubances is proportional to
B ... Bn-1 1
1 ... Bn-2
~ Bn-1 en-2 ... 1 1
(3.5.1)
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We define the n. x n, symmetric Toeplitz matrix T as
T(i,7) - ~
1 if (i, j ) - 1,
(3.5.2)
0 otherwise,
and we notice that, with S2 given in (5.1),
A- dd8e) ~e-o- T.
In this case the "estimators" B and B, defined in Theorem 1, take the form
9 - ~2 ut~t-' B - ~2 utut-1 .
~1 ~t ~ ~1 ~t
(3.5.3)
(3.5.4)
In analyzing the behavioiu of cp nnder AR(1) misspecification we first ask how ~p behaves
near the imit root. This will lead quite natiually to a distinction between three cases (i
denotes the n. x 1 vector of ones):
case 1: Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0- the regression has an intercept and at least one constraint
involves the intercept,
case 2: Mi - 0, Bi - 0- the regression has an intercept and none of the constraints
involve the intercept,
case 3: Mi ~ 0- the regression has no intercept..
Suppose Mi - 0. Then the regression has an intercept (or at least. i lies in the
coliimn space of X). Withoitt loss of generality we may assiune that Xe - i where
e' -(1, 0, ..., 0). Then we find that
Bi - 0 H i'Bi - 0 ~ e'R'(R(X'X)-1R')-1Re - 0~--~ Re - 0. (3.5.5)
Hence, Bi - 0 if and only if the first component. of each constraint (row of R) is zero,
that is, if and only if none of the constraints involve the intercept.
We now obtain Theorem 6, which gives the distribiition of F(0) near the iinit root.2
ZA special case of Theorem 6 was considered by Kriimer ( 1989).
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Theorem 6 Let u~ N(0, ~ZS2(8)) where S2(B) is given in (5.1). If the restriction Rp - r
is satis,fied, we can umite
F,(0) -
u'Bu n - k
u'Mu q '
where M and B are defined in (2.11) and (2.12). Then, as 9-~ 1,
Pr(F(0) 1 ó)
where
, if Mi ~ 0, F(0) 1 b,
, if Mi ~ 0, F(0) c b,
~'P'BPr~ n, - k i'Bi n- k
F~(0) - q'P'MPrt q, F(0) - i,Mi q,
i is an n. x 1 vector of ones, P- JP, J is the n. x ( n -1) -m,atrix such that J' -(0 : In-1),
P is the lower triangular (n - 1) x (n - 1) ~rreatri~ with ones on and below the diagonal
and zeroes elsewhere, and ~~ N(0, I„-1).
Theorem 6 provides the size of the F-test when B is near the tinit root. In case 1 the
size approaches 1, btrt. in case 3(no intercept), the size approaches either 0 or 1, while
in case 2 it approaches a mimber between 0 and 1. Theorem 6 also solves a little piizzle
raised by Dufour (1990, p.488). In t,he case Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0 (testing for the intercept),
Diifonr encoimters an identification problem at B- 1. This problem does not occnr in
Theorem 6.
We next prove Theorem 7, which provides the distsibution of cp near the nnit root.
Theorem 7 Let u~ N(0, ~ZS2(B) where S2(B) is given in (5.1). If the restriction RQ - r
is satisfied, we can write
n-k
~p - 2 F(0) f q~(B - B),
Pr(F'(0) ) b), if Mi - 0, Bi - 0,
1, if Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0,
where
ê- 1 u'MTMu ê- 1 u'(M -~ B)T(M f B)u
2 u'Mu ' - 2 u'(M f B)u '
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F(0) is defined in Theorem 6, and T is defined in (5.2). Then, as B--~ 1,
Pr(~p ~ à)
where
, if Mi ~ 0, cp C ó,
Pr(cp' ~ ó), if Mi - 0, Bi - 0,
Pr(rl'Q~ ~ 0), if Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0,
1, if Mi ~ 0, cp 1 ó,
~~ - 2(F`(0) } n -
k)(B~ - B~),
4
cp - 2 F(0) f~-
k 1 i'MTMi - 1 i'(M f B)T(M f B)i
q 2 i'Mi 2 i'(M f B)i
~ 1 r~'P'MTMPq ~- 1 r~'P'(M ~ B)T(M f B)Pr~
B- 2 rr'P'MPq ' B- 2 ~7'P'(M f B)P~ '
Q - P'M(T -
i'BTBiI~)MP
i'Bi
and F`(0), F(0), i, P, and ~7 are defined in Theorem 6.
Theorem 7 allows iis to calciilate the sensitivity of ~p when B approaches one, and also
suggests that we should distinguish between cases 1, 2, and 3.
3.6 AR(1) misspecification: behaviour of ~ with one
restriction only (q - 1)
In this section we asstime that there is only one restriction (q - 1), which we writ,e as
w'Q - r (rather than RQ - r). Whatever the distribution of the distnrbances, we can
always calciilate the sensitivity ~ from (3.2). If the disttirbances are, in fact, white noise,
then, imder the mill hypothesis w'Q - r, we have for large n.
cp ti -c.v, (3.6.1)
where v follows a prodiict normal distribiition with parameter r, and c is a constant
(Theorem 5). The first two moments of ~ can be calci~lated exactly (Appendix 2) or
approximately, iising (6.1).
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We now ask the next question, namely how does ~ behave when the distairbances
are not white noise. We analyze this sitiiation by considering the leading case of AR(1)
distiirbances. In this case the matrix A reqiiired ín (3.2) is the Toeplitz matrix T given
in (5.2).
In the simiilations below we have generated five regressors:
xl : 1 (constant),
x2 : 1, 2, . . . (time trend),
x3 : normal distribntion, E x3 - 0, var(x3 )- 9,
x4 : lognormal distribittion, E log x4 - 0, var(log x4) - 9,
x5 : uniform distribution, -2 G x5 C 2.
These are the same generat.ed regressors as in Chapter 1. We let n, - 25 and k- 3
for all simulations, and we writ.e the model as
y-~lxl f N2~2 -~ ~3x3 f u, (3.6.2)
where v, is distribiited N(O,Q2SZ(B)) and S2(B) is defined in (5.1). Motivated by section
3.5, we distingiiish between three cases and for each case we consider four data sets, as
follows:
regressors
case Ho a b c d
1 Q1 - ~ xlx2x3 xlx2x5 x1x3x5 x1x5x4
2 N2 - ~ xlx2x3 x1x2x5 x1x3x5 x1x5x4
3 Q2 - ~ x2x3x5 x3x2x4 x3x5x4 x2x5x4
Table 1-Data sets used for simulations
In this way, in case 1 the regression has an intercept and the ntill hypothesis involves
the int.ercept; in case 2 the regression also has an intercept, but the null hypothesis does
not involve the intercept; and in case 3 the regression has no intercept. Of these cases,
case 2 is the most important for practical applications.
For each of the twelve (sub)cases we can calculate - at B- 0- t.he first two moments




The first thing we notice from Table 2 is that r 1 0 in all cases. This is not theoretically
necessary, bnt it happens to be the case in all sitnations considered. We know from
Theorem 5 that the sign of r is determined by
w'(X'X)-1X'TX(X'X)-lw. (3.6.3)
If the regressors are orthogonal to each other (X'X - Ik) and if w is a iinit vector (w - e„
a vector with 1 in its jth position and zeroes elsewhere; this is in fact oiir sitiiation), then
r ~ 0 if and only if é~X'TXe~ ) 0, that. is, if and only if the elements of the jth regressor
are positively correlated. This, of coiirse, is iistially the case in practice. Hence we obtain
a partial explanation. This means that, if we accept a given restriction at B- 0, there is
a high probability that we shall contimie to accept the restriction when B~ 0, in other
words, that the decision to accept the restricted model is a robiLSt one. (See the disciission
at the end of section 3.4.)
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Secondly, we notice that the exact mean (in absoliite valiie) and standard deviation
of ~ are aboiit 2501o higher than the approximation. This is because, both for the mean
and the variance, the second term in the expansion has the same sign as the first term;
see Appendix 2.
Thirdly, we see from Table 2 that the probability that ~~ ~ ~c 1 0.40 is extremely
close to 0.50. In other words, 0.40c is an excellent approximation to the median of ~~ ~.
This gives support to the iise of the "rtile of thiunb" stated in (4.12).
We now disciiss the three cases when B~ 0.
Case 1: Regression with intercept, Ho : Ql - 0
In this case the mill hypothesis states that the intercept is zero. In Figiue 1 we graph the
sensitivity for this case 3.
FIGURE 1
In each of the foiu figiues a-d, the top ciuve is Pr(~ ~ ~1 1), the middle curve is
Pr(cp 1 0), and the lowest cttrve is Pr(~ ~ 1). The three probabilities taken together give
a good idea of the dist,ribtition of ~.
In Case 1 we have Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0, and hence from Theorems 6 and 7, as B-~ 1,
Pr(F(0) 1 b) --~ 1 (3.6.4)
and
Pr(~ ~ b) --~ .~, (3.6.5)
where ~ depends only on the eigenvalites of the matrix Q defined in Theorem 7. In fact,
both F(0) and ~~ ~ approach foo as B~ 1(Lemma A1, Appendix 3)4
3For all figures we have used 120,000 replications and then applied smoothing by local averaging.
4The fact that F(0) -y oo as B-~ 1 explains the very large upper bounds in the tables by Vinod
(1976) and Kiviet ( 1980), when B is close to 1.
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Fig.l.- Graphs of Pr(~~~ 1 1), Pr(~ ) 0), Pr(~ ) 1) as a function of
6, regression with intercepts Hi~ :(3, - 0, four datasets.
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In interpreting the simiilations siunmarized in Figiue 1, we wish to answer two qites-
tions. First we wish to know: how sensitive is ~ with respect to B? We thiis look at the
graph of Pr(~ ~ ~1 1), which is approximately 0.50 at B- 0 and increases monotonically
to 1. (This is becaiise, iising (6.5), Pr(~ ~ ~) 1) -~ 1. 5) Hence the t-ratio to test for the
intercept is qiute sensitive to B.
If cp is "not close to 0," then we wish to know also whether most of its mass is positive
or negative. We thtis compnte Pr(~ 1 0) (and Pr(~ 1 1)) for this piupose. At B- 0,
Pr(~ ~ 0) is aboiit 0.15 or 020 and the graph is qiiite flat. (Notice that, becaiise of (6.5),
Pr(cp ~ 0) - Pr(cp ~ 1) at B- 1.) Hence, Pr(~ 1 0) is small and not sensitive to B.
According to Theorem 2, ac,cepting the null hypothesis is thi~s a robust decision.
Case 2: Regression with intercept, Ho :,QZ - 0
We iLSe the same data sets as in Case 1, biit we now test. whether one of the slope
coefficients is zero, rather than the interc.ept. The order of the curves in Figiue 2 is the
same as in Figure 1.
FIGURE 2
The behaviour at B- 1 is now quite different. Since Mi - 0, Bi - 0, we see from
Theorems 6 and 7 that both Pr(F(0) ) ó) and Pr(~ 1 ó) are smoothly decreasing
fimctions of ó. Asking the same two questions as under Case 1, we conclude that the
t-ratio for testing a slope coefficient is still sensitive to 9, thoiigh less so than for testing
the interceptfi. Also, as in Case 1, accepting t.he mill hypothesis remains a robiist. decision.
Case 3: Regression withoiit. intercept, Ho : QZ - 0
In this case we notice that, at 9- 0, Pr(~ 1 0) is miich closer to 0.50 than in the previoiis
two cases and hence that the distribntion at B- 0 is miich more symmetric aronnd zero.
Again, the sit,iiation at B- 1 is qiute different than before. We now have Mi ~ 0 and
hence Pr(~ ~ ó) approaches 1 or 0 depending on whether b is smaller or larger than a
given mimber Q~, defined in Theorem 7. If ~ G-1, then Pr(~ ~ ~~ 1) -~ 1, and Pr(~ 1 0)
and Pr(~ ~ 1) both approach 0. (This happens in pictures a, c and d.) If -1 G~ G 0,
SDufour (1990, p. 488) could not consider this case at B- 1 because of an identification problem.
6Dufour (1990) has tighter confidence intervals for his slope coefficients for all 9, which corresponds
to the flatness of the graphs in Figure 2.
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then all three fimctions approach 0. (This happens in pictirre b, althoiigh this is difficirlt
to see.)
FIGURE 3
We have also experimented wit,h other data sets and foitnd that the above pictirres
are representative. We thus conchrde that the t-ratio is not very sensitive to B, nnless 8
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3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have stiidied the sensitivity of the F-statistic (t-statistic) for test.ing
linear restrictions on the coefficients of a linear regression model to covariance misspecifi-
cation. Our theoretical resiilts are general, while the simiilat,ions are for the leading case
of AR(1) distiirbances.
We have tried to answer two qiiestions. First, is the F-statistic (t-statistic) based on
OLS residuals robiist? The answer, in general, is no and one shoirld therefore be cairtions
in iising the F-statistic if oiir "rnle of thiimb" indicates sensitivity. Secondly, is accepting
the mill hypothesis nsing the OLS-based F-statistic a robiist decision? The answer to this
question is, in general, yes. This suggests that we might be rejecting the nnll hypothesis
too often, a point also made by Rothenberg (1988).
While the simiilations are for the case of AR(1) only, we expect - based on oitr expe-
rience from Chapter 1- that the sensitivity ~ based on AR(1) misspecification (that. is,
nsing the Toeplitz matrix T) will perform well tmder more general stationary covariance
misspecifications.
3.8 Appendix 1: Some properties of the product of
two standardnormal variables
Let x and y be two normally distribnted random variables with
E~- E y- 0, var(x) - var(y) - 1
and correlation coeffic.ient r. We shall say that the random variable a, -~y follows the
product normal distribution with parameter r, and we write
v ~ pn.(r).
The prodiict normal distribiition was first sttidied by Craig (1936), who established that
Ev - r, var(v) - 1 f r2.
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One may verify, in addit.ion, that
E(v - E v)3 - 2r(3 f r2),
E(v - Ez,)4 - 3(3 f 14r2 f 3r4),
and hence that the skewness and kiutosis of v are given by
,(3(zl) - E(v
- Ev)3 - 2r(3 f r2)
(var(v))3~2 (1 f r2)312,
E(z, - Ez7)4 6(1 f 6r2 -~ r4)v
ry - (var(zl))2
- 3 - (1 ~ rz)2 .
It is easy to see that, when r- 1, v follows a X2(1) distribution and that, when r--1,
-v follows a XZ(1) distribution. It is sufficient to consider the case 0 G r G 1, since the
density h(v; r) of zl possesses the symmetry property
h(-z,; -r) - h(z,; r).
Both the skewness and the kurtosis increase monot.onic.ally for 0 G r G 1. In particular,
0 G~3(z,) G 2~, 6 G y(z,) G 12.
The densit,y h(v; r) has a singnlarity at v- 0. The shape of h(-) is graphed in Figure A1
for four values of r.
FIGURE A1
Craig (1936) expressed h(v; r) in series form, while Aroian, Taneja, and Cornwell (1978)
expresed h(zl;r) in integral form. For ~ r ~G 1, Springer (1983) showed that
erv,(1-r2) T,
h(z1;T) -~ 1- rZ KQ(1 - r2)' -00 G zl G 00,
where Ko(.) is a Bessel fimction of the second kind with a pnrely imaginary argitment of
order zero.
For given a and r, the solution w of the equat,ion
71-r
Pr C w~ - a
1 f r2
can be computed. These so-called frac,tiles were tabulated by Meeker, Cornwell, and
Aroian (1981) for different values of a and r.
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We can write z, alternaYively as
v - .~ui - ~u2,
where ul and u2 are indépendent N(0,1) variables, a-(1 f r)~2 and p, - (1 - r)~2.
Using this representation and the properties of t,he Caiichy distribiition, we can show that
Pr(z, ) 0) - 1 -~ ~ arctan ~ ~ ~ ,
2 ~r 1 - r2
a fact whic.h does not seem to have been noticed by previoiis atithors.
Finally, in Figiire A2, we graph the medians ml and m2 of v and ~ v ~, respectively.
These are given implicitly by
Pr(v 1 ml) - 1~2, Pr(~ v ~1 m2) - 1~2.
FIGURE A2
Both ml and m2 converge to the same mimber as r-~ 1, namely the median 0.4549 of
a X2(1) variable. We notice that m2 is not very sensitive to changes in r. In particiilar,
0.35 G m2(r) G 0.45.
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Fig. A2. -Median ~nl of v and rri2 of ~v~ as a function of r.
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3.9 Appendix 2: The first two moments of cp
Using Pit,man's Lemma we can obtain the first two moments of cp exactly.
Pitman's Lemma ( Pitman (1937), Laha (1954)). Let xl, ~zi ..., x„ be identically and
independently distributed random variables urith a fcnite second moment. Then
~; a;x;~ ~; ~; and ~t xi are independent if and only if each xi follouis a gamma
distribution.
A consequence of Pitman's Lemma is that when u~ N(0, I„), then u'Au~u'u is
independent of u'u, which leads to strange-looking eqiialities like
u'Au Eu'Au u'Au z E(u'Au)z
E( uu 1- Euu , E( uu ~- E(uu)z .
Theorem 8 Assume that the distribution of y is evaluated at B- 0 and that the restric-
tion RQ - r is satisfied. Then,
E~--
and
z n- k n- k 2 tr(AB)z -~ (tr AB)z 4
E~ -n-k-2(n-k-4 qz
-~qztrABAM)
n- k q~- 2 2 tr(AM)z f (tr AM)z
~(n-k-2)(n-k-4)( q n-kf2
-2(q ~- 2)(tr AB)(tr AM))
tr AB- 1 (2 tr qB - tr AM~
n-k-2l`
Proof: At 8- 0 and assuming R,Q - r we can write
~P -
n- k u'MAMu - u'Bu - u'Mu . u'(BAB ~- BAM ~- MAB)u
9 (u'Mu)z
where u~ N(0, I„). Let M- SS', S'S - I„-k, B- TT', T'T - IQ, so that S'T - 0.
Define ~- S'u and y - T'u, so that x and y are independent. Then,
n - k x'S'ASx(y'y) - (x'x)y'T'ATy - 2(x'x)~'S'ATy
~P - q ~ (~,~)z
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and hence
where
E(~ ~ x) - 1(RI - 1 tr AB),w q
E(~2 ~ x) - q2w2 (q(4 -F 2)Ri ~- 2 ts(AB)2 f (tr AB)2
f4(n. - k)wR2 - 2(q ~- 2)R1 tr AB)
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x'S'ASx x'S'ABASx x'x
Ri- , , Rz- , , w-xx xx n.-k~
Now, since Rl and w are independent ( Pitman's Lemma) and, similarly, RZ and w are
independent, and iising




n.-k-2 n-k q J'
n- k r n. - k 2 tr(AB)2 f(tr AB)2 4 1
n-k-2l`n.-k-4 qz
f42trABAMI
} n- k ( q f 2 2 tr(AM)2 -}- (tr AM)2
(n-k-2)(~,-k-4) q n-kf2
-2(q f 2)(tr AB)(tr AM)),
E ~2 -
and the resiilts follow.
3.10 Appendix 3: Proof of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1: Using standard tools of differential calciiliLS ( Magmis and Neiide~ker
(1988)), and letting G- R(X'X)-1R', we obtain, evaliiated at 9- 0,





u'du(B) - 0, v,'du(B) - 0,
du'(B)52-1(B)u(B) - -u'A~, du'(B)52-1(B)ï~(9) - -u'Au,
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where A- dS2(B) by (2.3) and hence dSt-1(9) --A, since all differentials are evaliiated
at B- 0. (Notice that the above resiilts are true whether or not the constraint RQ - r is
satisfied.) Hence,
dF(B) -
du'(6)S2-'(B)u(B) - v.'(B)S2-'(B)u(8) n. - k
u'(B)~-1(e)u(B) q




u'Au-u'Au n.-k u'Au ( )
~,u . q f ~,~ F 0
28~~ - k- 2B(F(0) f n~ - k) ~ 2BF(0)
4 9
n-k
- 2 F(0) f 9- B).~~
9
Proof of Theorem 2: We have
Pr(F(B) G c f b f B2R(B) ~ F(0) c c)
- 1- Pr(F(B) ~ c f ó-~ B2R(B) ~ F(0) c c)
- 1- Pr(F(B) ~ c f b~ B2R(9), F(0) G c)
Pr(F(0) C c)
and also
Pr(F(B) 1 c f b ~ 6zR(B), F(0) c c)
- Pr(F(0) f Bcp ~ c-~ b, F(0) c c),
- Pr(0 c c- F(0) G B~p - b)
G Pr(0 G Bcp - b) G Pr(cp ) b), since 0 c B G 1.~~
Proof of Theorem 3: Writing ~ as in (4.1), we obtain
4~P f z2 - ~zi - (w2
- N~)zi ~(wi - 1)zl (wi - 1)zz
and hence
z - 2 ~wl wl wl
) - ( z - l~) ( ) ( )nl~z(4~P f zz - lizi nl~z w . Tvl - n~l,z
wi - 1
~,TVI f n'l,z
wl - 1 . vz,
(Ez2)l~z wi wi wl
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where
zl z2 2 E zi
vl - (Ezi)1~2' T,2 - (Ez2)1,2~
T - Éz2.
Given the assitmptions made, one can show that n E(w1 - 1)2, n E(w2 - p)2, pare all
boimded in n. This completes the proof. II
Proof of Theorem 4: Since S2 - In, all foiu conditions for Theorem 3 are satisfied. In
addition,
(Ezz) ~2 - `t~~ `(Ezi)1~2~ ` EzáI1,2
is boimded. II
Proof of Theorem 5: Since cp does not depend on o2 we can write u~ N(0, In) and hence
zl - uv - uu- u'(M ~ B)u - u'Mu - u'Bu - (b'u)2 ~ X2(1),
so that E zi - 3. Also,
z2 - u'Au - u'Au - u'((M ~- bb')A(M -~ 6b') - MAM)u
- (b'u)(2b'AM ~- (b'Ab)b')u - c~y ~ c . pn.(r),
where
x - b'u ~ N(0,1),
y - (l~c)(2b'AM -~ (b'Ab)b')u ~ N(0, 1),
r - E ~y - (b'Ab)~c,
and pn.(r) denotes the prodiic.t normal distribiition discussed in Appendix 1. Hence,
E z2 - c2(1 ~- 2r2) and the resiilt follows. II
In order to prove Theorems 6 and 7 we need the following restilt, which is a special
case of a theorem in Chapter 1. It, is related to earlier resiilt,s by Sargan and Bhargava
(1983) and Krfimer (1985).
Lemma A1. Assume that the random variables u- (u1i . .., u~)' are generated by a
stationary AR(1) process, ut - But-1 f et, where the e~ are i.i.d. N(O,rr2). Let A
and B 6e symmetric positive semidefinite n, x n. matrices, let S be a symTrcetric n x n




,~,PBP, if Bi - 0, Ai - 0,
foo, if Bi - 0, Ai ~ 0,
t~ai if Bi ~ 0~~aa ~ ,
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and
B', if Mi - 0,
where P- JP, J is the n, x(n - 1) matrix sv,ch that J' -(0 : I„-1), P is the lower
triangvlar ( n - 1) x(n - 1) matrix with ones on and below the diagonal and zeroes
elsewhere, i is an n. x 1 vector of ones, rl ~ N(0, In-1), and ~ indicates convergence
in probability.
Proof of Lemma A1: Both parts of the lemma follow directly from Theorem A1 of Chapter
1. ~~
Proof of Theorem 6: We have, using the first part of Lemma A1,
F'(0), if Mi - 0, Bi - 0,
PF(0) -~ ~-oo if Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0,
F(0), if Mi ~ 0,
and the result follows. ~ ~





B', if (M -~ B)i - 0,
B~
1 i'(M}B)T(MtB)á






2b BSB7l P n'P'BPn ' ~f 62 - ~,
B' - B` ,
if Bi ~ 0,
if Mi - 0, Bi - 0,
~ 1 i'BTaiB~ B- 2 i,Bi , if Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0,
1 i'MTMi 1 i'(Mt6)T(MtB)i lf Mi ~ 0.
2 á'Má - 2 i'(MfB)á ~
The restrlt follows easily if Mi - 0, Bi - 0 or if Mi ~ 0. If Mi - 0, Bi ~ 0, let E denote
the event B 1 B and let E denote its complement. Then, using the fact that F(0) ~-f-oo
(see the proof of Theorem 6) and hence that
if Mi ~ 0,
Pr(cp)ó~E)--~1 and Pr(~p)b~E)-~0,
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we obtain
Pr(cp 1 b) - Pr(cp 1 b, E) f Pr(cp 1 b, E)
- Pr(~p ~ 6 ~ E) Pr(E) f Pr(cp ~ 6 ~ É) Pr(É)
~ Pr(B' ~ 2iBTBi~i'Bi) - Pr(~jQ~7 1 0).~~
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The sensitivity of univariate AR(1)
process time-series forecasts near the
unit root
4.1 Introduction
In their seminal article Nelson and Plosser (1982) foimd that of the foiirteen US economic
time-series they considered, thirteen are non-stat,ionary iising Dickey and F'iiller's (1979)
formal tinit root tests (see also Fliller (1976)). Similarly, Messe and Singleton (1982) ap-
plied Dickey-Fliller's tests and foiind that varioiis exchange rate series are non-stationary.
Following t,hese two papers, there has been a stirge of interest in the non-stationarity
of economic time-series in t,he theoretical and empirical time series literatiire. Most of
these papers concentrated on the estimation of and the inference on "iinit roots" in the
time-series.
In this paper, we are not interested whether the series is non-stationary or not. Instead
we shall ask the qtiestion, whether or not the non-stationarity of the time-series matters in
mediiun term forecasting? That is, how sensitive are the mediiun term forecasts against.
non-stationary behavior? This is a fociis qiiestion in Uhlig (1994) in a Bayesian context.
We consider the iuuvariate time series observations {y~ : t- 1, .. ., n} , which we write
as a siun of deterministic trend dt and a stochastic term ut, that is yt - dt f ut. The
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deterministic trend component dt is known up to a finite dimensional parameter veo-
tor ~3. The stochastic component ut follows an AR(1) process, with normal innovations,
u~ - Bu~-1 f et, t - 2, ..., n.. The process is either asstuned to be a part of an infinite
horizon stationary process, in which case the variance of the process is not defined at
B- 1 (Asstimption A1), or a fixed start, ttp process at t- 1, with variance of the ini-
tial distttrbance being constant (Assttmption A2). The innovations {et, t- 1, ..., n.} , are
distributed iid N(0, a2) , where a2 ) 0.
Let the l- Period ahead forecast at B- 1, be defined as the limit. of the l- period
ahead forecast y„ti (B, A) , when B-~ 1, where A- A1, A2 respectively. In section 4.3 we
define the s~h order sensitivity measttres of yn~i (B; A) at B- 1 as
s
~isi (A) -Bim d yn~B B; A s- 1, 2 and A - Al, A2.
In sections 4.4 and 4.5, we concentrate on two leading deterministic specifications, a
constant ( dt - QI) and a linear trend ( dt - Ql ~- t~i2) , respectively.
In sec,tion 4.4 oitr restilts indicate that, the sensitivity of forecast is independent of the
frequency of data collected, when the deterministic component is a constant. We show, in
section 4.5, that the first order sensitivity meastue is zero, when the deterministic trend is
linear. This implies that there is no difference between the forecasts of a stationary model
and a non-stationary model, with a linear trend ttp to an order of (1 - B)2 . In section 4.6
we derive the large sample distributions of our sensitivity measure. We also give ntles of
thumb to assess the sensitivity of the forecasts for different dt's and also in the case when
we do not know whether we have a linear trend or a constant as dt.
After some concltiding remarks, we provide the proofs of theorems in Appendix 1.
Appendix 2, contains two lemmas tisefitl in proving the theorems and also of independent
interest.
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4.2 Preliminaries
We consider the vector of time series observations y-(yl, ..., yei ..., yn)' , and we write
y~ as a sum of deterministic trend dt and a stochastic term ut,
yc - dc ~ ue. (4.2.1)
The trend d~ is known iip to a finite dimensional parameter vector ,6. The stochastic
component ut follows an AR(1) process, with normal innovations,
ut - Buc-i f et, t- 2, ..., n (4.2.2)
with el, ..., en ~ iid N(0, 02), where o2 ) 0.1 Regarding b we shall make one of the
following two assiunpt,ions.
Assumption A1: (stationary process): ó - 1- B2, ~BI c 1.
Under assumption A1, the variance-covariance matrix of u- (ul, ..., un)', is
Q2S2 (B; A1) , where
glti-jl
S2 (B; A1)2j - 1- BZ , I9I G 1. (4.2.3)
Assumption A2: (fixed start, iip): ó is a constant (~ 0).
If ó- 1, we have the covariance matrix of Berenblitt and Webb (1973). In t.he time
series forecasting literature, similar assumptions have been made in different contexts by
several authors (see Dufour and King (1991), Magnus and Rot.henberg (1988), Magnns
and Pesaran (1991) and Fliller and Hasza (1980)).
Under Assiunption A2, the variance-covariance matrix of u-(ul, ..., un), is
QZSt (B; A2) , where
min(i,j)-2
~ (B; A2)tj - e~s-7~ ~ B2k ~ ~282(min(i,j)-1)
k-0
(4.2.4)
I We shall maintain this "structural" specification as opposed to a"reduced form" specification in
order keep the same deterministic component for all B.
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It is iusefiil to note that S2 (B; A1)-' and SZ (B; A2)-' can be written as, (see Dnfonr
and King (1991))
S2 (B; A1)-I -(1 - B)2 In f BD'D f B(1 - B) (elei ~- e„en) (4.2.5)
and
S2 (B; A2)-1 - S2 (B; A1)-1 -F ~ó2 - ~1 - 82)) eiei (4.2.6)
where In is the n x~, identity matrix, el and e„ are ~. x 1 vectors el -(1, 0, ..., 0, 0)',
en -(0, 0, ..., 0,1)', and D is defined as the n, x n matrix of first differences,
0 0 0..- 0 0
-1 1 0 ..- 0 0
0 -1 1 ... 0 0D-
0 0 0-.. 1 0
` 0 0 0-.. -1 1 ~
4.3 Sensitivity of the forecast
When B is known, and the deterministic term is specified and known, the Minimiim Mean
Sqtiare Error l- period ahead forecast of the y~ process given by (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) is
yn~i (e; A) - dnti f B~ ( yn - dn) , (4.3.1)
imder assiimption A- A1, A2 (Harvey (1990, 1993)).
Since dt - dt (~3) and the parameter vector Q is imknown, we use the Maximum
Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of ,0, ,0 (B; A) , based on the past values of y~ under assnmption
A- A1, A2, in (4.3.1). As S2 (B; A1) is not defined at B- 1, we define the l-period ahead
forecast at 9- 1 as
TJntl (Ai) -Bim ynf! (B; A1) i
whenever the limit exists.
Subsequently we define the s~" order sensitivity of the forecast y„ti (B; A) at B- 1 as
9~`si (`4) -éymi d yndBse, A)'s
- 1, 2 and A- A1, A2,
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whenever the derivatives and the limit exist. Jiistification for oiir proposed definition
of sensitivity can be motivated by developing y„fi (B; A) as a(limiting) Taylor series
expansion in the neighborhood of B- 1,
ynf! (B; A) - ynfi (A) ~- (1 - B) ~i'~ (A) f 2 (1 - 9)~ ~i~1 ( A) ~- . . . . (4.3.2)
We wonld consider ynti (B; A) and y„~t ( A) to be almost eqnal if
~~'1 (A) ~ 0, (s - 1, 2) ( 4.3.3)
If the statistic ~i'1 (A) , is near to zero we need not. discriminate between stationary
and non stationary (imiY, root) process, as far as forecasting is concerned. If ~ill (A) is
zero or "near to zero" btit ai2~ (A) is not, then the order of error is (1 - B)2 .2
Given that the sensitivity meastues exist, and since we are interested in knowing how
close are y„ti (B; A) and yn}i (A), we need to study how close a~8~ (A) (s - 1, 2) is to zero.
The ~~'1 (A) (s - 1, 2) will generally be random variables3. So it will be nsefiil to stndy
the following probabilities as a measiire of "closeness" to zero,
~r (B) - Pr (
e
.~i'1 (A) G cQ) , s- 1, 2, (4.3.4)
where Pra is the probability measiue associated with the random variable
u~ N (0, ~252 (B; A)) (A - A1, A2) , and ca is obtained from the eqnation,
lim Pr ~.~i'1 (A) G cQ) - a, O C a c 1. ( 4.3.5)e-.i e -
rr (B) is essentially a robnstness fnnction of the ai'1 (A) statistic, against varioiis distribii-
tive specifications of the error process. The probabilities give an indication of how close
to zero the sensitivity meastues are. The greater the probability mass of the sensitivity
measiues aroimd zero there is closer is the distance between y„ti (B; A) and y„}~ (A) . In
order to have a sharper botind for the sensitivity we will choose a lower valiie of c~ (in this
2This will be a case when we take our deterministic component as a lineaz trend, which we shall
discuss in more detail in section 5.
3See Section 5 where aill (A) - 0, A- Al, A2, when the deterministic component is linear
(d~ - Qi f ti~i) .
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paper we chose c~ - 0.05). Higher the valtie of ~r (B) , lower is the probability of sensitiv-
ity of .1~'~ (A) . In this sense the sensitivity of the relevant statístic decrease when n(B)
increases. We also notice that the probabilities rr (B) , are invariant under a monotonic
transformation of ~~'~ (A) .
In Chapter 1 also we had shown t.he relation between the DW test statistic (and other
related statistic like the Dicky-Fliller statistic. and Kings alternative DW statistic) and
sensitivity of OLS variance estimates of linear models.
In the next two sections, we shall stiidy the sensitivity of forec.asts of two leading cases
of deterministic components, i) a constant dt - Ql and ii) a linear trend dc - Ql f tQ2. In
this stitdy the ~r citrves described in (4.3.4) and ( 4.3.5) will be a iusefiil device. Extensions
can be made to higher order polynomial trend or trends satisfying more general conditions.
The compiitation will be more involved biit the method is the same.
The two deterministic components chosen, a constant and a linear trend, have also
been stndied extensively in the context of nnit root testing and forecasting literatiire; see
J.H St,ock ( 1994) for an ext,ensive review. Ftiuthermore, as we will see onr resiilts will be
easier to interpret and more usefiil to practitioners as they often use the two specifications
in applied work.
4.4 Forecast sensitivity with a constant as the deter-
ministic component
We consider the model with a constant but unknown trend dc -,Ql. F~om eqnation (4.3.1)
the l- period ahead forecastis
where
yntl (B, A) - Q~ (9; A) f Bc ~yn - Ql (B; A)~ , A- A1, A2, (4.4.1)
(1-B)~i2ytfy~fynQ~ (e; A1) - (1- B) (n - 2) ~- 2 ' ~B~ ` 1' (4.4.2)
and
,Qi (B; A2) -
(1 - B)2 ~i2 ye f (1 - B) (yn - Byi) f b2yi
(1 - B)2 (n - 1) ~- b2
(4.4.3)
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are the Generalised Least Sqnares ( GLS) estimates of Ql, imder assiimption Al and A2
respectively. It has been shown that ynt~ ( B; A) is the BLUP ( Best Linear Unbiased Pre-
dictor) when 0 C B c 1; see Goldberger (1962).
Theorem 1 We have
a~ ynt! (Al) - yn,
b~ ~i~) (A1) - 2 (yn - yl) ,
c) ~iz) (A1) - l ~i2 ~ye - Qi (A1)~ -~ (l - 1) ~i') (A1) ,
where Ql (A1) - ~}.z
Theorem 2 We have
a~ ynt( ( `42) - yni
b) ~i1) (A2) - l (yn - ~J) ) ~
c)~~~)(A2)-l(l-lfó ~(yn-yt),
where if v, ~ N (0, ozSZ (B; A2)) ,
d~ (yn - yi) ~~ ~ N (6, ~i-i1 B~-I ~- ó2 ~1 - 9(n-1)~z~
An intiution to discriminate between stationary and iinit root alternative is that in
case of a iinit root Yhe final observation wanders away from the initial observation (there
is no mean reversing process). So we expect the difference yn - yl, to be "large" imder
tinit root process and "small" when we have less than tinity root. A similar idea has
n-~ (maxe ye-mine ye)been investigated nsing the R~S statistic n-, ~c-2(y~-y -1)~ by Mandelbrot and Van Ness
(1968), Mandelbrot (1975) and Mandelbrot and Taqqii (1979), Althoiigh the statistic was
originally proposed for measuring the fractionally integrated model, it proved usefiil in an
aiitoregressive context also. (Stock (1994)). We can thiis relate oiir sensitivity measitres
ai') (A1) ,.~~1) (A2) , and ,~iz) (A2) to same idea through Theorems 1 b) and 2 b) and c).
The sensitivity measiires also addresses a major qiiest,ion in the empirical macro and
financial economics literatiire, as to whether or not the frequency of data matters when
forecasting at unit roots? The answer is it does not matter for lst order sensitivity
whether we assiime A1 or A2 (Theorems 1 b) and 2 b)). For second order sensitivity, it
matters when we have a limiting stationary process biit not when we have a fixed start, iip
process. The intiution behind the difference, is that in the second order after discoimting
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for the first order non-stationarity (Theorem 1 c)) we are left with a near independent
sittiation, the sensitivity being the siun of errors.
In the imit root testing literattire this is not an uncommon phenomenon (Campbell
and Perron (1990)). It has been observed that, for a given span, additional observa-
tions obtained i~sing data sampled more freqiiently, lead only to marginal improvement
in discrimination (see Shiller and Perron (1985) and Perron (1990)).
Otir resnlts have been consistent with siich observations, in particiilar if one considers
the data generating process to be a fixed start; up model, but also to some extent for a
limiting st,ationary model.
Let iis now investigate the distribiitions generated by oiir measnres in order to stiidy
the probabilities ~r (B) , which was motivated in section 4.3.
We begin by observing that the .~~si (A) , s - 1, 2 and A- A1, A2 are linear in y.
Specially note that ~i2~ (A1) can be written as wiy where,
w1-1~-2(n.-1-1),1,...,1,-2(n.fl-3)),.
The sensitivity measiires are normally distribiited, as they are linear combinations of
normally distributed variables. The distribution of ,~is~ (A2) , s- 1, 2 is obtained from
Theorem 2 b) and d) and Theorem 2 c) and d) respectively.
Theorem 3 We have for, u~ N (0, a2S2 (9; A1)) ,
a) ~ill (A1) ~~ ~ N (0, ~22~1 BB 11 )(~B~ c 1) ,
b~ ~i2~ (A1) ~a ~ N( 0, wi~ (B; A1) wi) (~B~ C 1) ,
c)n,-z.~il~(A1)~o-~N~0,412(1-n~~ ~8~1'
d)n,-z~i2~(Al)~rr~N(O,1212(1-n~(1-n~-ri ( l-1)2~~ asB-~1.
Using Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 d), we can compiite the probabilities ~(B) , as de-
scribed in section 4.3. The fact that the innovation variance ~2 is not known does not
matter in computation of the ciirves since the probabilities computed are scale indepen-
dent, which is obvioiis from (4.3.4) and (4.3.5). So, for assessing the sensitivity of oiir
model we need not know the exacY value ~2, but if we ask whether the forecast obtained
for a particiilar realisation of y is sensitive or not, we need to estimate o2.
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We estimate o2 with the nsilal estimator,
1 nO2 - 2
~n. - 1 ~ (yc
- ye-1) ,
lmder assilmption A- A1, A2.
Theorem 4 We have, as B-a 1,
nlu (B~ A)~ ~ (B~ A)-1 ~ (B~ A) ?, ~a
where u(B; A) - y- i,C31 (B; A) , A- A1, A2.




The forecast is "sensitive" if (4.4.5) holds; otherwise not. Here c~ is obtained from the
equation
z
lim Pr `~~s) (A)~ C c~ - a , 0 C a c 1.e~l e ~2 -
Since ~ie) (A) , s- 1, 2, A- A1, A2, are linear in y,
(~~S' (A))22 , s- 1, 2, A- A1, A2,
v
(4.4.6)
is distribllted as a ratio of qiladratic forms of normally distribtlted random variables. The
probability distriblltion fimctions of such ratios of quadratic forms can be easily compirt,ed
by Imhof's method. (Imhof (1961), Koerts and Abrahamse (1969)).
It is to be noted here that ~ai') (A1)~2 ~~2, s- 1, 2 is not defined at B- 1, bilt the
probability limit of the random variables e}cists, as B~ 1.
Theorem 5 We have, for u~ N (0, ~252 (B; A1)) , as B-~ 1,
4 ail~(A1) 2 p
Q,) ~2(~ 02 -1 B,
2
b 4 ~~~,(Al) ?~ ~~e-i1(t-z(n-~tl))v,)a
~ ~ (~ 2 y ~
v ~e-1 vi
where B ~ Beta (2, n22~ and ~~t ~ N (0,1) , t - 1, . . . , n - 1.
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We can then compare the ~r ciuves generated tmder assiunption of known a and
nnknown ~. Figiue 1, shows the ~r (B) ciuves of ~ill (A1) ~a and (.~ill (A1))2 ~~z, with a-
0.05 and n- 25, 100. Figiue 2, shows the a(B) curves of ~i2i (A1) ~rí and ~~~2~ (A1))2 ~~2,
with cx - 0.05, n. - 25, 100 and l- 5. Figiue 3, shows the ~r (B) curves of aill (A2) ~~
and (.~i1~ (A2))2 ~02, b- 1, with a - 0.05 and n- 25,100. From Theorem 2 a) and b),
.~1~1 (A2) and .~i2~ (A2) are the same random variable upto a miiltiplicative constant, so
their ~r ciuves will be the same.
Figiues 1, 2, and 3 show that the ~r ctuves are decreasing with B and both the cnrves
(known o and iinknown Q) in all the figiires are close to each other. This implies that.
1) the sensitivity of forecast is low for stationary distributions of u, since the probability
mass of ~~'~ ( A) aroimd zero increases as B is away form the iinit root. 2) In small samples
estimating a2 understates the level of sensitivity, but t,he difference is small. As n. increases
the sensitivity also increases with B, partic,tilarly the first order sensitivity, ~il~ (A), imder
asstimptions A - A1, A2.
Theorem 6 Under assv,mption A1 or A,2, we have
a~ limn~~lime~i n-2 (y„ - yl) ~~ ~ 1V (0, 1) ,
b~ limn~~ n--' (yn - yi) ~~ ~ 0, Zf ~B~ C 1.
First order sensitivity degenerates to zero for stationary error processes that is the
measure will show no sensitivity when the true distribution is stationary.
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0
Fig.l. First order sensitivity : d, - Q~ , assumption A1.
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Fig.2. Second order sensitivity : d, - Q~ , assumption A1.
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Fig.3. First order sensitivity : d, - Q, , assumption A2.
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4.5 Forecast sensitivity with linear deterministic trend
We consider the model with a linear trend d~ -~31 f t,Qz, with imknown coefficients Q~
and Qz. FYom eqiiation (4.3.1) the l- period ahead forecast is
ynf! (B, A) - Q~ (B; A) f (n, f l) (~z (B; A)
f B~ (yn - Q~ (B ~ A) - n.i32 ( B~ A)) , (4.5.1)
where Ql ( B; A) and Qz (B; A) are the GLS estimates of ~31 and ~iz, imder assumption A-
A1, A2.
It is known that yn}i ( B; A) is the BLUP ( Best Linear Unbiased Predictor) when 0 C
B c 1 (Goldberger ( 1962)).
Theorem 7 We have, for A- Al, A2,
~.,- ~
a) yntl (A) - yn ~ l n-1 ,
b) ~i~i (A) - 0,
c) ~~2i (A) - n2~1 ~i2 (yt - Qi - tQ2) (t - 1) ,
where pi - nll(n.yl - yn) and ~z - nl, (yn - yi) .
Theorem 7 b) makes an important observation about the linear trend model: If there is
a deterministic linear time trend in the model, there is no difference (in terms of first order
sensitivity) between the forecast of a unit root process and a stationary process irrespective
of whether they are generated by the stationary assumption (AI) or the fi,xed-start-up
assv,mption (A2).
It has been long observed in Bayesian and classical tinit. root testing literatiire that it
is difficult to discriminate between a trend stationary and an imit root process. Campbell
and Perron (1990) stated four rules (Rules 7-10) about, the problem of discrimination.
Riiles 8 and 10 say that in finite samples any test for imit root hypothesis against trend
stat,ionary alternatives miist. have power no greater than its size, and vice versa. This
means that there cannot be any discrimination between the two regimes in finite samples.
Theorem 7 b), says that in case of linear time trend, the discrimination in the forecast
estimates, if any, can only happen throiigh a second order meastire of sensitivity of the
same. Note, that, if we plot the ~ curves for ~il~ (A) , it will be a straight horizontal line.
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This brings its to Campbell and Perron's Riiles 7 and 8, which say that. in finite samples
any tinit root process can be approximated arbitrarily well by a trend-stationary process,
and vice versa. In case of linear trend, Theorem 7 tells ius that the approximation of the
forecast estimate is of the order (1 - B)2 (see equation 4.3.2).
Does that mean we should give up the idea to discriminate between stationary and
non-stationary processes, in case of linear trend models as snggested by Christiano and
Eichenbaiun (1990)? Oiir answer is that we shoiild look at the sec.ond order sensitivity
statistic .~~2~ (A) as well. F~om part c) of Theorem 7 we can write ~~2i (A) as w2y, where
w2 - n211 (-sn(n-2),1,...,t-1,...,rr,-1,-6(n,-2)(2n.-3)~~.
Then we have the following result.
Theorem 8 If u~ N (0, o2S2 (B; A)) , A- A1, A2, we have
a) ai2~ (A) ~~ ~ N ( o, w~~ (B; A) w2) IBI G 1,
b) n,-z~i2i (A) ~Q ~ N(0, ásl2n-i (1 - zn~ ~1 - ZR~~ as B--~ 1.
Using Theorem 8 we can compiite the probabilities rr (B) , as desc,ribed in Sections 3
and 4. We also need to estimate ~2 in order to constrnct a similar nile of thiimb as in
(4.4.5) and (4.4.6). We estimate rr2 with the usual estimator
1 n 2
(yn ) ~ ,~2 - n - 2 ~ (yc
- ys-i)2 - n - 11
(4.5.2)
t-2
imder assiunption A- A1, A2.
Theorem 9 We have, as B--a 1,
n12u (B; A)' S2 (B; A)-1 u(B; A) ~ 02
where u(B; A) - y- i~1 (9; A) - T,Q2 (B; A) , A- Ai, A2 and
T-(1,...,n)'.





The forecast is sensitive if (4.5.3) holds; otherwise not. Here ca is obtained from the
eqiiation,
limPr l~~z) (A)~ze-.i e ~z GcQ -c~,OGaG1. (4.5.4)
As (.~iz) (A1)~z ~oz, is not defined at B- 1, we compitte the probability limit as B-~ 1.





o~ (n-1)~c-1 vi-(~i-1 v~)
where ~~t ~ N (0,1) , t - 1, . . . , n - 1.
We can now c,ompare the ~r curves generated imder assiunption of known r7 and nn-
known v. Figi~re 4 shows the ~r (B) curves of .~~z) (A1) ~n' and (aiz) (A1)~z ~rrz, with a-
0.05 and n. - 25,100. Figiue 5 shows the ~r (B) ciuves of .~~z) (A2) ~o and ~aiz) (A2)~z ~rrz,
b-l,with~-0.05andn.-25,100.
Figiires 4 and 5 indicate that the rr curves are very flat and that both cnrves (known
o and tinknown Q) in the all the figtires are close to each other. We also notice that
the second order sensitivity is of stationary distribiitions are almost same as ~init root
distributions, even for 100 observations. Thius we may conclude that, the sensitivity
measiire of the forecast of a linear trend model is robiist to non-stationarity of the AR(1)
error process.
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Fig.4. Second order sensitivity: d, - QI f t~32 , assumption A1.
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Fig.5. Second order sensitivity: d, -~3, f t~37 , assumption A2.
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4.6 Large sample sensitivity with an unknown deter-
ministic component
The disciission so far has asstuned that. the det.erministic component. can either be a
const.ant. or a linear t.rend, but is correctly specified. In empirical studies, however, we
will not know what. is the trne deterministic component.
The analogy to the iisiial regression problem is that of an omitted variable bias. In
the regression problem the bias vanishes asymptotically as n. --~ oo, since asymptotically
the regressors and the error process are iincorrelated, the order of convergence being
n.- ~. When the error process is a random walk, the omitted variable bias also vanishes
asymptotically but the rates of convergence (in n,) depends on the order of t.he trend
polynomial. As the constant and the linear trend are special cases of polynomial trend
3
regressors the convergence rates of the test. st.at.istics are n.-1 and n.-2 respect.ively.
The above observations relate to Campbell and Perron's (1991) Ritle 4, which says
that if we omit the time trend term (that is, we assnme incorrect.ly t.hat ~32 - 0) and
jiist. inclnde the const.ant as the deterministic component, then we cannot. discriminate
between a stationary case and an unit root case since the power of imit root. t.ests goes
to zero. On t,he other hand, Rule 2 and 5, of Carnpbell and Perron (1991) tell ns that.,
if we assume t.hat Q2 ~ 0 when in fact p2 - 0, then also the power of discriminat.ion
between the regimes goes to zero. The reason being, when we have polynomial trends as
regressors, the asymptotic distsibutions of the test statistics have different orders of (n)
of consistency. See Perron (1988) for an extensive analysis.
In our problem, we are not interested in testing the hypothesis of unit. roots, bnt we
are interested to know how sensitive is the forecast. y„ti (B; A) near B- 1. Can we assess
the sensitivity of the forecast if we do not know the deterministic component.? Or do we
face the same problem as the imit root, testing literat.iire. We will answer the quest.ion
by comparing the asymptotic distribiitions of ~i2~ (A) ~ a2, as n. --~ oo. We state t.he
following theorem.
Theorem 11 If dt - Ql f t~32 and u~ N (0, ~2St (B; A)) , then
a) lim„~~ lime-.i n.-~ ai21 (A) ~ a2 p N (~, 4512~ ~ A- A1, A2.
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If dc - Ql and u~ N (0, Q2S2 (6; A1)) , then
b) lim„-.~ lime~i n--z ~ili (A1) ~ ~2 P N(~, 4),
c) limn-.~ lima~i n.-z~~~i (A1) ~ Q~ p N (0, 1z1~~
If dt -(~1 and u~ N (0, o2S2 (B; A2)) , then
d) limn-,~ lime-,1 n.-2.~;1~ (A2) ~ az p N(0, l2) ,
e) lim„-,~ lime.-,1 n.-2 ~~2~ (A2) ~~2 p N~0, l2 (l - 1-}- 6~ 2~ .
The theorem provides iis with mixed ans`wers. In case of Assumption A1, a) and
c) of Theorem 11 show that the convergence of the second order sensitivity measnre,
both in the case of linear trend and constant, is of the order n,-2. Also notice that the
asymptotic variance ~i2i (A1) ~ rr2, when dt - pl f t,QZ, is ás - ii2s~ which is very
close to 12, the asymptotic variance of .~Í2~ (Ai) ~ rtz, when d~ - Ql. Let ns consider the
asymptotic eqiuvalent of the rule of thumb described in (4.4.5) and (4.4.6), and (4.5.3)
and (4.5.4), for~~~2i (A1))2 ~02. The c~ obtained from (4.4.6) will be very close to the
one obtained from (4.5.4), so that we can use the same decision rule for the second order
sensitivity, ,1i2~ (A1) ~~2. Hence irrespective whether ,Q2 - 0 or not, we assitme a linear
trend, estimate Q2i and use our sensitivity measure as in the case of a linear trend (rule
of thnmb (4.5.3) and (4.5.4)). In case we want to measure the first order sensitivity, we
know by Theorem 7 that J~~'i (A1) - 0, so we assiime ,Q2 - 0 and nse onr nile of thiimb
(4.4.5) and (4.4.6).
Under assumption A2, the convergence rate of the second order sensitivity measure
.~i2i (A2) ~ ~2 is ~.-2 and n.-2, when dt -~1 f t~2 and d~ -~31 respectively. Therefore,
we have the same problem as the unit root. testing literatiue and cannot nse the same
procedure as above. Assumption A1 is therefore necessary for the sequential decision
making described above, when we are imsure of including, a constant or a linear trend,
as a deterministic component.
4.? Conclusion
In this paper we have introdiiced sensitivity measiires .~ili (A) and ~i21 (A) for oiir analysis
of inediiim t,erm forecast sensitivity near tinit root. We have investigated two leading cases
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in time series analysis namely the model with a linear deterministic trend, and the model
with a constant. It will not be diflïciilt to extend the analysis to higher order polynomial
trends or trend break models, in a similar way.
Another extension of int,erest would be to specify innovations et to be an ARMA pro-
cess instead of white noise. Some simulation experiments have been done in this direction
by Campbell and Perron (1991) and Cochrane (1991). They stiidied the forecast changes
when the innovation is distribnted as an MA(1) process btit, is assiimed to be iid. They
conclnde that, it might be beneficial for forecasting efforts to have snch misspecifications.
Our framework in this paper presents us with an opportunity, to extend the analysis to
study such hypotheses, by using the relevant a curves.
In section 4.6, we meastire t,he second order sensitivity of the forecast assnming a linear
determinist,ic component, when we are unsure whether or not to include the time trend
component. We then assume a constant det,erministic component to measure the first
order sensitivity. We can therefore ask, whether a similar analysis can be done starting
with higher order polynomials, by introducing higher order sensitivity measnres
s~t'1 (A) -éym d yn dBse' `9 ,
s) 2 and A- A1, A2.
)iluther work is also necessary t,o propose a method of correction in case the forecast
t,nrns ont to be sensitive.
4.8 Appendix 1: Proofs of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1:
a) As B-~ l,from equation (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) we get y~t~ (A1) - yn.
b) Differentiating (4.4.1) and taking limits as B-~ 1, we get,
.1i~1 (A1) - l (y„ - lirr~~i ,Oi (B; A1)) . Also lima-,i ~i (B; A1) - (yn -~ yi) ~2.
c) Differentiating (4.4.1) twice and taking limits as B~ 1, we get
~~1~ (Al) - l(l - 1) ( yn 2 yl l - 2l áim d~i (~, A1)
and we have
dQi (B; A1) ~`-i
Bini d9 - - ~ ~yc - ~i (A1)) .
c-i
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Proof of Theorem 2:
a) We have from (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) at B- 1, y„}i (A2) - y,,.
b) From eqttation (4.4.1), differentiating (4.4.2) at B- 1, we have
,1i~1 (A2) - l ~y„ - Ql (1; A2)~ and ~1 (1; A2) - yl.
c) Differentiating (4.4.1) at B- 1,
.~izl (A2) - l(l - 1) (yn - yl) - 2l
dP,~eBAZ and dR~ e~,nz I - óz (yn - yi).
e-t e-i
z
d) We have Var (ul - u„) - Qz (~i 1
Be-t ~ óz (1 - Bl"-111
Proof of Theorem 3: I
a) i) and ii) follow directly form the fact u~ N (0, ozS2 (B; A1)) .
b) i) follows directly from a) i) and ii) follows from Lemma 1. Not.e that. wii - 0 and u
is a normally distribitted. Using standard algebraic identities gives the resitlt.
Proof of Theorem 4:
Under assumption A1, the resiilt follows from (4.2.5) and the fact that Di - 0.
Under assitmption A2, the restilt. follows from (4.2.6) and ,Qt (1; A2) - yt.
Proof of Theorem 5:
a) In Lemma 2, let B- D'D and w- 2(1, ...,-1)' , and we get w- 2(0, ...,-1)' and
P'D'DP- I„-1i and it follows that the limit is
(2 2 `~n--1 v' ~~~n-1)4(n. - 1) . Using the fact that vl, ..., vi-1 ti N (0,1) , we get t.he resitlt.
~~-, ~
b) In Lemma 2, let B- D'D and w - wl, and observe that i'wl - 0.
Proof of Theorem 6:
a) Follows from Theorem 2 d) and Theorem 3 c).
b) Follows from Theorem 2 d) and Theorem 3 a).
Proof of Theorem 7:
We can write ,Ql (B; A) and Qz (9; A) as,
R (T'~-tT) (z~~-ty) - (z'~-1T) (T'~-ly)e; Ah~l ( ) -
(T'~-l,r) (
ii~-li) - ( i~~-t,T)2
(Z'~-1z) lT~~-ty) - (Z~~-tT) (T,~-ty)(T~~-tT) (i~~-ti) - (i~~-1T)2 ,,Qz (B; A) -
(4.8.1)
(4.8.2)
where i is a n x 1 vector of ones, and T- (1, .. . , n.)' , and S2-t - S2 (B; A)-1 , A- A1, A2.
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Observe that if a - (al, . . . , at, . . . , an)' and b - (bl, . . . , bi, . . . , bn)' , are any two vectors
from (4.2.5), we have
n-1 n
áSt (B; A1)-1 b-(1 - B)2 ~ a~b~ f B~(at - ai-1) ( bc - be-I) (4.8.3)
c-2 c-z
~ (1 - B) (aibi ~- anbn)
and from (4.2.6),
áS2 (B; A2)-16 - áS2 (B; A1)-1 b~- (b2 -(1 - B)2~ albl. (4.8.4)
Since Di - 0 the scalar (1 - B) factors out. from both nnmerator and denominator of
Ql (B; A1) and QZ (B; A1)4. Using (4.8.3) and (4.8.4) we have the following:
a) lime~iQi (B; A) - Qi, lime~iQ2 (B; A) - Qs, ~d ynti (A) - yn ~ lQ~.
b) Differentiating (4.5.1) and taking limits as B--~ 1, we get,
ail~ (A) - l~dQ2 (A) f yn -,Ql - n.Q2~ , A- A1, A2 We also have from (4.8.1), (4.8.2),
dQz (A) - lime~i d~dg'A - 0, and yn - Qi ~- n.~z.
c) Differentiating (4.5.1) twice and taking limits as B-~ 1, we get
~i2i (A) - l (d2Qs (A) - 2dQ1 (A)~ , A - A1, A2,
where
dQl (B; A1) - 1 n-'
dQi (Al) - Bim dB -2 ~ ~ye - Qi - tQ2~ ,
c-i
d2 ~ A1 - lim d2~32 (B; A1) - 2 n-1 t- n f 1 tz -Q2 ( ) e-,1 dB2 n. - 1~(yc ( 2)- Qz
}nfl~l-t(r,,-~3)yn-(lf3n.)yi
2 2(n-1)
dQl (A2) - lim
dQl (B; A2) - ~,
eyl dB
z ~ ~Qz (B; A2) 2 n-'
d Q2 (A2) - Btm dB2 - n - 1 ~ (ye - ,Qt - t,(32) (t - 1) .
t-2
Rewriting we get the resiilt.
Proof of Theorem 8:
a) Follows directly form the fact v, ~ N (0, ~252 (B; A)) , A- A1, A2.
9The cross product term ~i-2 ( ai - n~-1) ( b~ - b~-1) vanishes if either n~ or bt - 1, for all t.
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b) follows from Lemma 1, noticing that, w2i - 0 and v, is a normally distribiited. Using
standard algebraic identities gives the resiilt.
Proof of Theorem 9:
Under assumption A1, the resiilt follows from (4.2.5) the fact that Di - 0.
Under asstunption A2, the resiilt follows from (4.2.6) and yl - Ql f~Z.
Proof of Theorem 10:
a) In Lemma 2, let B- D'D - n'-1D'DrT'D'D, where r -(1, ..., n,)~ , is a n, x 1 vector
and w- w2. We observe that i'w2 - 0 and P'BP - I„-1 -„-' 12~2, where i is a(n. - 1) x 1
vector of ones, and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 11:
a) If d~ - Ql f t,Q2 then from (4.5.2), lim„-,~ lirr~-,1 a2 p ~2. Hence the resiilt follows
from Theorem 8 part c).
If dz -~31i then from (4.4.4), lim„y~ lirrieyl rr2 p a2. Thius, b) follows from Theorem 1
part b) i), c) follows from Theorem 1 part b) ii), d) follows from Theorem 2 part b) and
d), and e) follows from Theorem 2 part. c) and d).
4.9 Appendix 2: Two useful lemmas
Lemma 12 Let w-(wl, ..., wn)' . Then,
n-1 n-k ,
- ~k-i k ~t-i wcwcfk ,
lim w'S2 (B; A1) w -
eyi ~
where i is an n, x 1 vector of ones.




SZ (9; A1) - 1 182 ~ BkT(k)
k-0
where Ttk~ are Toeplitz matrices of order k(see Chapter 1). Since ~k-ó Tlk~ - ii',
w'S2 (B; A1) w at B- 1 t,akes a á form if and only if w'i - 0. Hence we get the limit as
1 n-1
éim w'S2 (B; Al) w-- 2~ kw'Tlkl w,
k-1
otherwise it is infinity.
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Lemma 13 Let u~ N (0, o2S2 (6; Ai)) , w-(wl, ..., w„)' , and B ~ 0, a synim,etric
positive semi-definite n x n. ~m,at~zx. Then, as B--a 1,
(w'u)2
u'Bu
, if w'i - 0, Bi - 0,
, ifw'i~0, Bi-O,
, if Bi ~ 0,
where w-( w2i ..., w„)' , and B is the -matrix obtained fro~n B deleting the Ist row and
the Ist colurnn, v~ N(0, I„-1) , P is a lower triangle (n - 1) x (n - 1) rreatri~ such that,
ifi)j
ificj
Proof of Lemma 2:
The proof directly follows from Theorem A1 of Chapter 1.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
Stel dat we zijn geïnteresseerd in het bruto nationaal produkt (BNP) van het volgende
jaar, gegeven de waarden van het BNP over de afgelopen jaren. We voorspellen het BNP
voor volgend jaar met het htudige BNP. Natiiiirlijk hangt het BNP van volgend jaar af
van de gehele geschiedenis van het BNP. Is onze voorspelling derhalve de "juiste" om te
gebruiken? De meeste econometristen proberen het BNP te voorspellen door expliciet
rekening te hoiiden met de wijze waarop het door de jaren is gegroeid, en met de corre-
laties tt~ssen de waarnemingen. De traditionele manier is om "pretesting" procedures te
gebriiiken en het model te vinden dat het beste bij de data past.
Maar dit is niet de vraag die we hebben gesteld. De vraag was alleen om het BNP te
voorspellen, niet om het beste model te vinden. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden is het.
van belang om vast te stellen of het "juiste" model er toe doet voor de voorspelling. Het
is heel goed mogelijk dat de toetsen die we toepassen om het "juiste" model te vinden
helemaal niet relevant zijn voor de specifieke voorspelling waarin we zijn geïnteresseerd!
Of dat de schatting die we vinden met een klein en onvolledig model heel weinig afwijken
van de schatting met het "jiiiste" model. De vraag dient diis te worden beantwoord hoe
de correlatie gesc.hiedenis van de BNP data invloed heeft, op de voorspelling. Doet het.
er toe dat we een eenvoiidige veronderstelling als "random walk with drift" maken? Het.
model is misschien niet jtust, maar heeft het invloed op de voorspelling?
In deze these proberen we dergelijke vragen te beantwoorden door een gevoelighei-
dsmaat voor de voorspelling te ontwikkelen. Zo'n gevoeligheidsanalyse is ook in andere
gebieden van de econometrie relevant. Bijvoorbeeld, als we "focus" parameters willen
schatten in aanwezigheid van "miisance" parameters. We analyseren enkele van deze
schatters en andere fiinkties van de waarnemingen, van belang voor econometristen.
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In Hoofdstnk 1 beschonwen we het standaard lineaire regressie model, y- X,Q f u,
met alle standaard aannames, behalve dat de variantie matrix van de storingen veron-
dersteld wordt a2S2 (B) te zijn. We analyseren de sensitiviteit van de OLS schatter van
,~, ,0, en van de schatter van ~2, ~2, in relatie tot de aanname van onafhankelijke en
identiek verdeelde storingen, d.w.z. als S2 (B) - I. We tonen aan dat voor aiitocorrelatie
de gevoeligheidsmaat voor de schatter van ~2 correspondeert met de standaard toets voor
S2 (B) - I, bijvoorbeeld de Diubin-Watson toets. We tonen tevens aan dat. deze stan-
daard toetsen geen of bijna geen relatie bezitten met de gevoeligheid van de schattingen
voor de hellingscoëfficienten of inet de gevoeligheid van de voorspelling. Op deze manier
proberen we een alternatief te vinden voor "pretesting" en het vinden van het "jniste"
model, middels gevoeligheidsmaten van de "focits" parameters. We laten ook zien dat
het heel moeilijk is om het jiiiste model te kiezen, omdat. de "pretest" resiiltaten soms
niet tmiek het jniste model identificeren. Bijvoorbeeld, standaard "pretesting" voor aiito-
correlatie middels de Durbin-Watson toets kan niet onderscheiden tirssen een grot,e groep
ARMA(p,q) modellen.
In Hoofdstuk 2 beschouwen hetzelfde kader als in Hoofdstuk 1, maar nn zijn we
geïnteresseerd in de gevoeligheid van toetsen op lineaire restrikties van de hellingscoëfficienten.
De vraag is of de toets robinist is tegen afwijkingen van de standaardaannames. We on-
twikkelen gevoeligheidsmaten voor dit probleem en bieden een eenvoitdige viustregel die
de econometrist in de praktijk eenvoudig kan toepassen om uit te vinden of de toets
gevoelig is of niet.
Hoofdstiilc 3 hoiidt zich bezig met de vraag die we in het voorbeeld noemden. Hoe
gevoelig zijn voorspellingen van een tijdreeks voor misspecifikatie van de storingen, zoals
autoc,orrelatie? In het bijzonder vragen we of niet,stationariteit van de tijdreeks van
belang is voor voorspellen op de middellange termijn. We analyseren dit probleem onder
verschillende specificaties en we ontwikkelen een eenvoudige v~iistregel. Tevens geven we
een seqiientiële beslissingsregel als de deterministische specificatie diibbelzinnig is.
Elk hoofdstiilc eindigt met een discussie over mogelijke iutbreidingen van de voorgestelde
methodes tot andere klassen van problemen. De referenties van alle hoofdstiilcken geza-
menlijk zijn verzameld aan het eind.
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